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TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2018/19
1.

Purpose

1.1. This report updates the Business Co-ordination Board (“the Board”) on recent
developments to the Treasury Management Strategy Statement (TMSS) for 2018/19.
2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Committee is invited to note the report.

3.

Background

3.1 The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner is required to have a Treasury
Management Strategy in place, which is reviewed annually. CIPFA defines treasury
management as “The management of the local authority’s investments and cash flows, its
banking, money market and capital market transactions; the effective control of the risks
associated with those activities; and the pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those
risks.”

3.2

The 2018/19 Treasury Management Strategy is at Appendix 1 to this report.

4.

Review of Treasury Management Strategy 2018/19

4.1

The Commissioner’s CFO reviewed and revisited counterparty credit ratings and time
limits on investments during the production of the Treasury Management Strategy for
2017/18. Given the current economic uncertainty surrounding Brexit, the future of
police funding and emerging cost pressures for 2018/19 and beyond, no change to time
limits on investments or credit ratings is proposed for 2018/19 and it is recommended
that the current treasury management strategy is maintained.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) is required to operate a
balanced budget, which broadly means that cash raised during the year will meet cash
expenditure. Part of the treasury management operation is to ensure that this cash flow is
adequately planned, with cash being available when it is needed. Surplus monies are
invested in low risk counterparties or instruments commensurate with the Commissioner’s
low risk appetite, providing adequate liquidity initially before considering investment return.
The second main function of the treasury management service is the funding of the
Commissioner’s capital plans. These capital plans provide a guide to the borrowing need
of the Commissioner, essentially the longer term cash flow planning, to ensure that the
Commissioner can meet the capital spending obligations. This management of longer term
cash may involve arranging long or short term loans, or using longer term cash flow
surpluses. On occasion any debt previously drawn may be restructured to meet the
Commissioner’s risk or cost objectives.
CIPFA defines treasury management as:
“The management of the local authority’s borrowing, investments and cash flows, its
banking, money market and capital market transactions; the effective control of the risks
associated with those activities; and the pursuit of optimum performance consistent with
those risks.”
1.2 Reporting requirements
The Commissioner is required to receive and approve, as a minimum, three main
reports each year, which incorporate a variety of policies, estimates and actuals.
Prudential and treasury indicators and treasury strategy (this report) - The first,
and most important report covers:
 the capital plans (including prudential indicators);
 a minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy (how residual capital expenditure is
charged to revenue over time);
 the treasury management strategy (how the investments and borrowings are to be
organised) including treasury indicators; and
 an investment strategy (the parameters on how investments are to be managed).
A mid year treasury management report – This will update members with the
progress of the capital position, amending prudential indicators as necessary, and
whether any policies require revision.
An annual treasury report – This provides details of a selection of actual prudential
and treasury indicators and actual treasury operations compared to the estimates
within the strategy.
Scrutiny
The above reports are required to be adequately scrutinised before being
recommended to the Commissioner. This role is undertaken by the Finance Sub
Group.
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Capital Strategy
In December 2017, CIPFA issued revised Prudential and Treasury Management Codes.
As from 2019-20, all local authorities will be required to prepare an additional report, a
Capital Strategy report, which is intended to provide the following:
 a high-level overview of how capital expenditure, capital financing and treasury
management activity contribute to the provision of services
 an overview of how the associated risk is managed
 the implications for future financial sustainability
The aim of this report is to ensure that all members fully understand the overall
strategy, governance procedures and risk appetite entailed by this Strategy.
The Capital Strategy will include capital expenditure, investments and liabilities and
treasury management in sufficient detail to allow all members to understand how
stewardship, value for money, prudence, sustainability and affordability will be
secured.
1.3 Treasury Management Strategy for 2018/19
The strategy for 2018/19 covers two main areas:
Capital issues
 the capital plans and the prudential indicators;
 the minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy.
Treasury management issues
 the current treasury position;
 treasury indicators which limit the treasury risk and activities of the Commissioner;
 prospects for interest rates;
 the borrowing strategy;
 policy on borrowing in advance of need;
 debt rescheduling;
 the investment strategy;
 creditworthiness policy; and
 policy on use of external service providers.
These elements cover the requirements of the Local Government Act 2003, the CIPFA
Prudential Code, CLG MRP Guidance, the CIPFA Treasury Management Code and CLG
Investment Guidance.
1.4 Training
The CIPFA Code requires the responsible officer to ensure that members with responsibility
for treasury management receive adequate training in treasury management. This
especially applies to members responsibe for scrutiny. The Police and Crime
Commissioner (“the Commissioner”)/Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Deputy
Commissioner”) and members of the substantive Joint Audit Committee will be provided
with appropriate training. The training needs of treasury management officers are
periodically reviewed.
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1.5 Treasury management consultants
The Commissioner uses Link Asset Services, Treasury solutions as its external treasury
management advisors.
The Commissioner recognises that responsibility for treasury management decisions
remains with the Commissioner at all times and will ensure that undue reliance is not placed
upon our external service providers.
The Commissioner also recognises that there is value in employing external providers of
treasury management services in order to acquire access to specialist skills and resources.
The Commissioner will ensure that the terms of their appointment and the methods by
which their value will be assessed are properly agreed and documented, and subjected to
regular review.
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2 THE CAPITAL PRUDENTIAL
2018/19 – 2020/21

INDICATORS

The Commissioner’s capital expenditure plans are the key driver of treasury
management activity. The output of the capital expenditure plans is reflected in the
prudential indicators, which are designed to assist members’ overview and confirm
capital expenditure plans.
2.1 Capital expenditure
This prudential indicator is a summary of the Commissioner’s capital expenditure
plans, both those agreed previously, and those forming part of this budget cycle. The
table summarises the capital expenditure and how the plans are being financed by capital
or revenue resources. Any shortfall of resources results in a funding borrowing need.
Capital expenditure
£000’s
Total
Financed by:
Capital receipts
Capital grants
Capital reserves
Revenue
Net financing need for
the year

2016/17
Actual
6,284

2017/18
Estimate
6,757

2018/19
Estimate
7,449

2019/20
Estimate
13,100

2020/21
Estimate
9,300

1,233
947
2,399
1,705

733
3,883
2,141

2,038
720
1,191
-

150
506
6,284
-

150
506
-

-

-

3,500

6,160

8,644

2.2 The Commissioner’s borrowing need (the Capital Financing Requirement)
The second prudential indicator is the Commissioner’s Capital Financing Requirement
(CFR). The CFR is simply the total historic outstanding capital expenditure which has not
yet been paid for from either revenue or capital resources. It is essentially a measure of
the Commissioner’s underlying borrowing need. Any capital expenditure above, which has
not immediately been paid for, will increase the CFR.
The CFR does not increase indefinitely, as the minimum revenue provision (MRP) is a
statutory annual revenue charge which broadly reduces the borrowing need in line with
each assets life.
The CFR includes any other long term liabilities (e.g. PFI schemes, finance leases). Whilst
these increase the CFR, and therefore the Commissioner’s borrowing requirement, these
types of scheme include a borrowing facility and so the Commissioner is not required to
separately borrow for these schemes. The Commissioner currently has £53k of such
schemes within the CFR.
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The Commissioner is asked to approve the CFR projections below:
£000’s

2016/17
Actual
Capital Financing Requirement
Total CFR
26,322
Movement in CFR
-805
Movement in CFR represented by
Net financing need for
the year (above)
Less MRP/VRP and
-805
other financing
movements
Movement in CFR
-805

2017/18
Estimate

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

25,548
-774

28,274
2,726

33,690
5,416

41,620
7,930

-

3,500

6,160

8,644

-774

-774

-744

-714

-774

2,726

5,416

7,930

2.3 Core funds and expected investment balances
The application of resources (capital receipts, reserves etc.) to either finance capital
expenditure or other budget decisions to support the revenue budget will have an
ongoing impact on investments unless resources are supplemented each year from
new sources (asset sales etc.). Detailed below are estimates of the year end balances
for each resource and anticipated day to day cash flow balances.
Year End Resources
£000’s
Fund balances/reserves
Capital receipts
Provisions
Total core funds
Working capital
Under/over borrowing
Expected investments

2016/17
Actual
28,762
1,209
926
30,897
-2,181
-16,956
11,760

2017/18
Estimate
18,556
1,888
792
21,236
-6,659
14,577

2018/19
Estimate
17,294
792
18,086
-9,884
8,202

2019/20
Estimate
8,609
792
9,401
-15,821
-6,420

2020/21
Estimate
9,219
792
10,011
-15,651
-5,640
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3 BORROWING
The capital expenditure plans set out in Section 2 provide details of the service activity of
the Commissioner. The treasury management function ensures that the Commissioner’s
cash is organised in accordance with the the relevant professional codes, so that sufficient
cash is available to meet this service activity. This will involve both the organisation of the
cash flow and, where capital plans require, the organisation of appropriate borrowing
facilities. The strategy covers the relevant treasury / prudential indicators, the current and
projected debt positions and the annual investment strategy.
3.1 Current portfolio position
The Commissioner’s treasury portfolio position at 31 March 2017, with forward projections
are summarised below. The table shows the actual external debt (the treasury
management operations), against the underlying capital borrowing need (the Capital
Financing Requirement - CFR), highlighting any over or under borrowing.
£000’s
External Debt
Debt at 1 April
Expected change in Debt
Other long-term liabilities (OLTL)
Expected change in OLTL
Actual gross debt at 31 March
The Capital Financing
Requirement
Under / (over) borrowing

2016/17
Actual

2017/18
Estimate

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

9,762
-449
9,313
26,322

9,313
9,530
18,844
25,548

18,844
-491
18,353
28,274

18,353
-513
17,839
33,690

17,839
8,107
25,946
41,620

16,956

6,659

9,884

15,821

15,561

Within the prudential indicators there are a number of key indicators to ensure that the
Commissioner’s activities are operated within well-defined limits. One of these is that
the Commissioner needs to ensure that the gross debt does not, except in the short term,
exceed the total of the CFR in the preceding year plus the estimates of any additional CFR
for 2018/19 and the following two financial years. This allows some flexibility for limited
early borrowing for future years, but ensures that borrowing is not undertaken for
revenue purposes.
The Director of Finance reports that the Commissioner complied with this prudential
indicator in the current year and does not envisage difficulties for the future. This view
takes into account current commitments, existing plans, and the proposals in this
budget report.
3.2 Treasury Indicators: limits to borrowing activity
The operational boundary. This is the limit beyond which external debt is not
normally expected to exceed. In most cases, this would be a similar figure to the CFR,
but may be lower or higher depending on the levels of actual debt.
Operational boundary
£000’s
Debt
Other long term liabilities
Total

2017/18
Estimate
10,963
10,963

2018/19
Estimate
20,494
20,494

2019/20
Estimate
20,003
20,003

2020/21
Estimate
19,489
19,489
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The authorised limit for external debt. A further key prudential indicator represents
a control on the maximum level of borrowing. This represents a limit beyond which
external debt is prohibited, and this limit needs to be set or revised by the
Commissioner. It reflects the level of external debt which, while not desired, could be
afforded in the short term, but is not sustainable in the longer term.
1. This is the statutory limit determined under section 3 (1) of the Local
Government Act 2003. The Government retains an option to control either the
total of all authorities and councils’ plans, or those of a specific authority or
council, although this power has not yet been exercised.
2. The Commissioner is asked to approve the following authorised limit:
Authorised limit £000’s

2017/18
Estimate
13,963
13,963

Debt
Other long term liabilities
Total

2018/19
Estimate
23,494
23,494

2019/20
Estimate
23,003
23,003

2020/21
Estimate
22,489
22,489

3.3 Prospects for interest rates
The Commissioner has appointed Link Asset Services as its treasury advisor and part
of their service is to assist the Commissioner to formulate a view on interest rates. The
following table gives their central view:
Bank Rate
5yr PWLB Rate
10yr PWLB View
25yr PWLB View
50yr PWLB Rate

Dec-17
0.50%
1.50%
2.10%
2.80%
2.50%

Mar-18
0.50%
1.60%
2.20%
2.90%
2.60%

Jun-18
0.50%
1.60%
2.30%
3.00%
2.70%

Sep-18
0.50%
1.70%
2.40%
3.00%
2.80%

Dec-18
0.75%
1.80%
2.40%
3.10%
2.90%

Mar-19
0.75%
1.80%
2.50%
3.10%
2.90%

Jun-19
0.75%
1.90%
2.60%
3.20%
3.00%

Sep-19
0.75%
1.90%
2.60%
3.20%
3.00%

Dec-19
1.00%
2.00%
2.70%
3.30%
3.10%

Mar-20
1.00%
2.10%
2.70%
3.40%
3.20%

Jun-20
1.00%
2.10%
2.80%
3.50%
3.30%

Sep-20
1.25%
2.20%
2.90%
3.50%
3.30%

Dec-20
1.25%
2.30%
2.90%
3.60%
3.40%

Mar-21
1.25%
2.30%
3.00%
3.60%
3.40%

As expected, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) delivered a 0.25% increase in
Bank Rate at its meeting on 2 November. This removed the emergency cut in August
2016 after the EU referendum. The MPC also gave forward guidance that they
expected to increase Bank rate only twice more by 0.25% by 2020 to end at 1.00%.
The Link Asset Services forecast as above includes increases in Bank Rate of 0.25%
in November 2018, November 2019 and August 2020.
The overall longer run trend is for gilt yields and PWLB rates to rise, albeit gently. It
has long been expected, that at some point, there would be a more protracted move
from bonds to equities after a historic long-term trend, over about the last 25 years, of
falling bond yields. The action of central banks since the financial crash of 2008, in
implementing substantial Quantitative Easing, added further impetus to this downward
trend in bond yields and rising bond prices. Quantitative Easing has also directly led
to a rise in equity values as investors searched for higher returns and took on riskier
assets. The sharp rise in bond yields since the US Presidential election in November
2016 has called into question whether the previous trend may go into reverse,
especially now the Fed. has taken the lead in reversing monetary policy by starting, in
October 2017, a policy of not fully reinvesting proceeds from bonds that it holds when
they mature.
Until 2015, monetary policy was focused on providing stimulus to economic growth but
has since started to refocus on countering the threat of rising inflationary pressures as
stronger economic growth becomes more firmly established. The Fed. has started
raising interest rates and this trend is expected to continue during 2018 and
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2019. These increases will make holding US bonds much less attractive and cause
their prices to fall, and therefore bond yields to rise. Rising bond yields in the US are
likely to exert some upward pressure on bond yields in the UK and other developed
economies. However, the degree of that upward pressure is likely to be dampened by
how strong or weak the prospects for economic growth and rising inflation are in each
country, and on the degree of progress towards the reversal of monetary policy away
from quantitative easing and other credit stimulus measures.
From time to time, gilt yields – and therefore PWLB rates - can be subject to
exceptional levels of volatility due to geo-political, sovereign debt crisis and emerging
market developments. Such volatility could occur at any time during the forecast
period.
Economic and interest rate forecasting remains difficult with so many external
influences weighing on the UK. The above forecasts (and MPC decisions) will be liable
to further amendment depending on how economic data and developments in financial
markets transpire over the next year. Geopolitical developments, especially in the EU,
could also have a major impact. Forecasts for average investment earnings beyond
the three-year time horizon will be heavily dependent on economic and political
developments.
The overall balance of risks to economic recovery in the UK is probably to the
downside, particularly with the current level of uncertainty over the final terms of Brexit.
Downside risks to current forecasts for UK gilt yields and PWLB rates currently include:


The Bank of England takes action too quickly over the next three years to
raise Bank Rate and causes UK economic growth, and increases in inflation,
to be weaker than we currently anticipate.



Geopolitical risks, especially North Korea, but also in Europe and the Middle
East, which could lead to increasing safe haven flows.



A resurgence of the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis, possibly Italy, due to its
high level of government debt, low rate of economic growth and vulnerable
banking system.



Weak capitalisation of some European banks.



Germany is still without an effective government after the inconclusive result
of the general election in October. In addition, Italy is to hold a general
election on 4 March and the anti EU populist Five Star party is currently in the
lead in the polls, although it is unlikely to get a working majority on its
own. Both situations could pose major challenges to the overall leadership
and direction of the EU as a whole and of the individual respective countries.
Hungary will hold a general election in April 2018.



The result of the October 2017 Austrian general election has now resulted in
a strongly anti-immigrant coalition government. In addition, the Czech ANO
party became the largest party in the October 2017 general election on a
platform of being strongly against EU migrant quotas and refugee policies.
Both developments could provide major impetus to other, particularly former
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Communist bloc countries, to coalesce to create a major block to progress
on EU integration and centralisation of EU policy. This, in turn, could spill
over into impacting the Euro, EU financial policy and financial markets.


Rising protectionism under President Trump



A sharp Chinese downturn and its impact on emerging market countries

The potential for upside risks to current forecasts for UK gilt yields and PWLB rates,
especially for longer term PWLB rates include: 

The Bank of England is too slow in its pace and strength of increases in Bank
Rate and, therefore, allows inflation pressures to build up too strongly within
the UK economy, which then necessitates a later rapid series of increases in
Bank Rate faster than we currently expect.



UK inflation returning to sustained significantly higher levels causing an
increase in the inflation premium inherent to gilt yields.



The Fed causing a sudden shock in financial markets through misjudging the
pace and strength of increases in its Fed. Funds Rate and in the pace and
strength of reversal of Quantitative Easing, which then leads to a fundamental
reassessment by investors of the relative risks of holding bonds, as opposed
to equities. This could lead to a major flight from bonds to equities and a
sharp increase in bond yields in the US, which could then spill over into
impacting bond yields around the world.

Investment and borrowing rates
 Investment returns are likely to remain low during 2018/19 but to be on a gently
rising trend over the next few years.
 Borrowing interest rates increased sharply after the result of the general election
in June and then also after the September MPC meeting when financial markets
reacted by accelerating their expectations for the timing of Bank Rate
increases. Since then, borrowing rates have eased back again somewhat. Apart
from that, there has been little general trend in rates during the current financial
year. The policy of avoiding new borrowing by running down spare cash balances
has served well over the last few years. However, this needs to be carefully
reviewed to avoid incurring higher borrowing costs in the future when authorities
may not be able to avoid new borrowing to finance capital expenditure and/or the
refinancing of maturing debt;
 There will remain a cost of carry to any new long-term borrowing that causes a
temporary increase in cash balances as this position will, most likely, incur a
revenue cost – the difference between borrowing costs and investment returns.
3.4

Borrowing strategy

The Commissioner is currently maintaining an under-borrowed position. This means that
the capital borrowing need (the Capital Financing Requirement), has not been fully funded
with loan debt as cash supporting the Commissioner’s reserves, balances and cash flow
has been used as a temporary measure. This strategy is prudent as investment returns
are low and counterparty risk is still an issue that needs to be considered.
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Against this background and the risks within the economic forecast, caution will be adopted
with the 2018/19 treasury operations. The Director of Finance will monitor interest rates in
financial markets and adopt a pragmatic approach to changing circumstances:


if it was felt that there was a significant risk of a sharp FALL in long and short term
rates (e.g. due to a marked increase of risks around relapse into recession or of
risks of deflation), then long term borrowings will be postponed, and potential
rescheduling from fixed rate funding into short term borrowing will be considered.



if it was felt that there was a significant risk of a much sharper RISE in long and
short term rates than that currently forecast, perhaps arising from an acceleration
in the start date and in the rate of increase in central rates in the USA and UK, an
increase in world economic activity or a sudden increase in inflation risks, then the
portfolio position will be re-appraised. Most likely, fixed rate funding will be drawn
whilst interest rates are lower than they are projected to be in the next few years.

Any decisions will be reported to the appropriate decision making body at the next available
opportunity.
3.5 Policy on borrowing in advance of need
As the Commissioner will not borrow more than, or in advance of, its needs purely in order
to profit from the investment of the extra sums borrowed. Any decision to borrow in advance
will be within forward approved Capital Financing Requirement estimates, and will be
considered carefully to ensure that value for money can be demonstrated and that the
Commissioner can ensure the security of such funds.
Risks associated with any borrowing in advance activity will be subject to prior appraisal
and subsequent reporting through the mid-year or annual reporting mechanism.
3.6 Debt rescheduling
As short term borrowing rates will be considerably cheaper than longer term fixed interest
rates, there may be potential opportunities to generate savings by switching from long term
debt to short term debt. However, these savings will need to be considered in the light of
the current treasury position and the size of the cost of debt repayment (premiums
incurred).
The reasons for any rescheduling to take place will include:

the generation of cash savings and / or discounted cash flow savings;

helping to fulfil the treasury strategy;

enhance the balance of the portfolio (amend the maturity profile and/or the
balance of volatility).
Consideration will also be given to identify if there is any residual potential for making
savings by running down investment balances to repay debt prematurely as short term
rates on investments are likely to be lower than rates paid on current debt.
All rescheduling will be discussed with the Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner prior to
any decision being taken.
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4 ANNUAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY
4.1 Investment policy
The Commissioner’s investment policy has regard to the CLG’s Guidance on Local
Government Investments (“the Guidance”) and the CIPFA Treasury Management in Public
Services Code of Practice and Cross Sectoral Guidance Notes 2017 (“the CIPFA TM
Code”). The Commissioner’s investment priorities will be security first, liquidity second,
then return.
In accordance with the above guidance from the CLG and CIPFA, and in order to minimise
the risk to investments, the Commissioner applies minimum acceptable credit criteria in
order to generate a list of highly creditworthy counterparties which also enables
diversification and thus avoidance of concentration risk. The key ratings used to monitor
counterparties are the Short Term and Long Term ratings.
Ratings will not be the sole determinant of the quality of an institution; it is important to
continually assess and monitor the financial sector on both a micro and macro basis and in
relation to the economic and political environments in which institutions operate. The
assessment will also take account of information that reflects the opinion of the markets. To
this end the Commissioner will engage with its advisors to maintain a monitor on market
pricing such as “credit default swaps” and overlay that information on top of the credit
ratings.
Other information sources used will include the financial press, share price and other such
information pertaining to the banking sector in order to establish the most robust scrutiny
process on the suitability of potential investment counterparties.
Investment instruments identified for use in the financial year are listed in Appendix 5.4
under the ‘specified’ and ‘non-specified’ investments categories. Counterparty limits will be
as set through the Commissioner’s treasury management practices – schedules.
4.2 Creditworthiness policy
The primary principle governing the Commissioner’s investment criteria is the security
of its investments, although the yield or return on the investment is also a key
consideration. After this main principle, the Commissioner will ensure that:


It maintains a policy covering both the categories of investment types it will
invest in, criteria for choosing investment counterparties with adequate
security, and monitoring their security. This is set out in the specified and
non-specified investment sections below; and



It has sufficient liquidity in its investments. For this purpose it will set out
procedures for determining the maximum periods for which funds may
prudently be committed. These procedures also apply to the Commissioner’s
prudential indicators covering the maximum principal sums invested.
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The Chief Constable’s CFO will maintain a counterparty list in compliance with the following
criteria and will revise the criteria and submit them to the Commissioner for approval as
necessary. These criteria are separate to that which determines which types of investment
instrument are either specified or non-specified as it provides an overall pool of
counterparties considered high quality which the Commissioner may use, rather than
defining what types of investment instruments are to be used.
Credit rating information is supplied by Link Asset Services, our treasury consultants, on all
active counterparties that comply with the criteria below. Any counterparty failing to meet
the criteria would be omitted from the counterparty (dealing) list. Any rating changes, rating
Watches (notification of a likely change), rating Outlooks (notification of a possible longer
term change) are provided to officers almost immediately after they occur and this
information is considered before dealing. For instance, a negative rating Watch applying
to a counterparty at the minimum of the Commissioner’s criteria will be suspended from
use, with all others being reviewed in light of market conditions.
The criteria for providing a pool of high quality investment counterparties (both specified
and non-specified investments) is:


Banks 1 - good credit quality – the Commissioner will only use banks which:
i.

are UK banks; and/or

ii.

are non-UK and domiciled in a country which has a minimum
sovereign Long Term rating of AA-

and have, as a minimum, the following Fitch, Moody’s and Standard and Poors
credit ratings (where rated):
iii.

Short Term – F1

iv.

Long Term – A-



Banks 2 – Part nationalised UK bank – Royal Bank of Scotland. This bank can
be included provided it continues to be part nationalised or it meets the ratings
in Banks 1 above.



Banks 3 – The Commissioner’s own banker for transactional purposes if the
bank falls below the above criteria, although in this case balances will be
minimised in both monetary size and time invested.



Money market funds (MMFs) CNAV – AAA



Money market funds (MMFs) LVAV – AAA



Money market funds (MMFs) VNAV – AAA



Ultra-Short Dated Bond Funds with a credit rating of at least 1.25 – AAA



Ultra-Short Dated Bond Funds with a credit rating of at least 1.50 - AAA



UK Government (including gilts, Treasury Bills and the DMADF)



Local authorities, parish councils, Commissioners etc

A limit of 0% will be applied to the use of non-specified investments.
Use of additional information other than credit ratings. Additional requirements under
the Code require the Commissioner to supplement credit rating information. Whilst the
above criteria relies primarily on the application of credit ratings to provide a pool of
appropriate counterparties for officers to use, additional operational market information will
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be applied before making any specific investment decision from the agreed pool of
counterparties. This additional market information (for example Credit Default Swaps,
negative rating Watches/Outlooks) will be applied to compare the relative security of
differing investment counterparties.
Time and monetary limits applying to investments. The time and monetary limits for
institutions on the Commissioner’s counterparty list are as follows (these will cover both
specified and non-specified investments):
Fitch Long
Term Rating

Money and/or % Limit

Time Limit

Banks 1 - higher quality

A- / F1
(Short term)

25% of available funds up to £10m
per institution

364 days

Banks 2 – part nationalised

A- / F1
(Short term)

25% of available funds up to £10m
per institution

364 days

£10m

Overnight

Limit 3 category –
Commissioner’s banker (not
meeting Banks 1)
DMADF

AAA

unlimited

6 months

Local authorities

N/A

£10m

364 days

Fund rating

Money and/or % Limit

Time Limit

Money market funds CNAV

AAA

100% of available funds

Liquid

Money market funds LVNAV

AAA

100% of available funds

Liquid

Money market funds VNAV

AAA

100% of available funds

Liquid

Ultra-Short Dated Bonds Funds

AAA

100% of available funds

Liquid

The proposed criteria for specified and non-specified investments are shown in
Appendix 5.4 for approval.
4.3 Country and sector limits
Due care will be taken to consider the country, group and sector exposure of the
Commissioner’s investments.
The Commissioner has determined that it will only use approved counterparties from
countries with a minimum sovereign credit rating of AA- from Fitch or equivalent. This list
will be added to, or deducted from, by officers should ratings change in accordance with
this policy.
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In addition:


no more than 25% will be placed with any non-UK country at any time (this
applies to Banks 1 only, not Money Market funds);



limits in place above will apply to a group of companies;



sector limits will be monitored regularly for appropriateness.

4.4 Investment strategy
In-house funds. Investments will be made with reference to the core balance and cash
flow requirements and the outlook for short-term interest rates (i.e. rates for investments up
to 12 months).
Investment returns expectations. Bank Rate is forecast to stay flat at 0.50% until
quarter 4 2018 and not to rise above 1.25% by quarter 1 2021. Bank Rate forecasts for
financial year ends (March) are:
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21

0.50%
0.75%
1.00%
1.25%

The suggested budgeted investment earnings rates for returns on investments placed for
periods up to 100 days during each financial year are as follows:
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2023/24
Later years

0.40%
0.60%
0.90%
1.25%
1.50%
1.75%
2.00%
2.75%

The overall balance of risks to these forecasts is currently skewed to the upside and are
dependent on how strong GDP growth turns out, how quickly inflation pressures rise and
how quickly the Brexit negotiations move forward positively.
Investment treasury indicator and limit - total principal funds invested for greater than
365 days. These limits are set with regard to the Commissioner’s liquidity requirements and
to reduce the need for early sale of an investment, and are based on the availability of funds
after each year-end.
The Commissioner is asked to approve the treasury indicator and limit: Maximum principal sums invested > 364 & 365 days
£
2018/19
Principal sums invested > 364 & 365 days
£0

2019/20
£0

2020/21
£0
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For its cash flow generated balances, the Commissioner will seek to utilise its business
reserve instant access and notice accounts, money market funds and short-dated deposits
(overnight to 365 days) in order to benefit from the compounding of interest.
4.5 Investment risk benchmarking
These benchmarks are simple guides to maximum risk, so they may be breached from time
to time, depending on movements in interest rates and counterparty criteria. The purpose
of the benchmark is that officers will monitor the current and trend position and amend the
operational strategy to manage risk as conditions change. Any breach of the benchmarks
will be reported, with supporting reasons in the mid-year or Annual Report.
Security - the Commissioner’s maximum security risk benchmark for the current
portfolio, when compared to these historic default tables, is:
o

0.02% historic risk of default when compared to the whole portfolio.

Liquidity - in respect of this area the Commissioner seeks to maintain:
o

Bank overdraft - £100k

o

Liquid short term deposits of at least 50% available with a week’s notice.

Yield

- local measures of yield benchmarks are:
o

Investments – internal returns above the overnight LIBOR rate -0.25%

4.6 End of year investment report
At the end of the financial year, the Commissioner will report on its investment activity as
part of its Annual Treasury Report.
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5 APPENDICES
1.

Prudential and treasury indicators and MRP statement

2.

Interest rate forecasts

3.

Economic background

4.

Treasury management practice – credit and counterparty risk management

5.

Treasury management scheme of delegation

6.

The treasury management role of the section 151 officer

5.1 APPENDIX: The Capital Prudential And Treasury Indicators 2018/19 – 2020/21 And MRP
Statement
The Commissioner’s capital expenditure plans are the key driver of treasury management activity.
The output of the capital expenditure plans is reflected in the prudential indicators, which are designed
to assist members’ overview and confirm capital expenditure plans.
5.1.1

Capital expenditure

This prudential indicator is a summary of the Commissioner’s capital expenditure plans, both those
agreed previously, and those forming part of this budget cycle. The table summarises the capital
expenditure and how the plans are being financed by capital or revenue resources. Any shortfall of
resources results in a funding borrowing need.
Capital expenditure
£000’s
Total
Financed by:
Capital receipts
Capital grants
Capital reserves
Revenue
Net financing need for
the year

5.1.2

2016/17
Actual
6,284

2017/18
Estimate
6,757

2018/19
Estimate
7,449

2019/20
Estimate
13,100

2020/21
Estimate
9,300

1,233
947
2,399
1,705

733
3,883
2,141

2,038
720
1,191
-

150
506
6,284
-

150
506
-

-

-

3,500

6,160

8,644

Minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy statement

The Commissioner is required to pay off an element of the accumulated General Fund capital spend
each year (the CFR) through a revenue charge (the minimum revenue provision - MRP), although it
is also allowed to undertake additional voluntary payments if required (voluntary revenue provision VRP).
CLG regulations have been issued which require the Commissioner to approve an MRP Statement
in advance of each year. A variety of options are provided to councils and authorities, so long as there
is a prudent provision. The Commissioner is recommended to approve the following MRP Statement:
For capital expenditure incurred before 1 April 2008 or which in the future will be Supported Capital
Expenditure, the MRP policy will be:


Existing practice - MRP will follow the existing practice outlined in former CLG regulations;
these options provide for an approximate 4% reduction in the borrowing need (CFR) each year.

From 1 April 2008 for all unsupported borrowing (including PFI and finance leases) the MRP policy
will be:


5.1.3

Asset life method – MRP will be based on the estimated life of the assets, in accordance with
the regulations (this option must be applied for any expenditure capitalised under a
Capitalisation Direction); this options provide for a reduction in the borrowing need over
approximately the asset’s life.
Affordability prudential indicators

The previous sections cover the overall capital and control of borrowing prudential indicators, but
within this framework prudential indicators are required to assess the affordability of the capital
investment plans. These provide an indication of the impact of the capital investment plans on the
Commissioner’s overall finances. The Commissioner is asked to approve the following indicators:
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Ratio of financing costs to net revenue stream
This indicator identifies the trend in the cost of capital (borrowing and other long term obligation
costs net of investment income) against the net revenue stream.
%
Ratio

2016/17
Actual
0.8%

2017/18
Estimate
0.8%

2018/19
Estimate
0.8%

2019/20
Estimate
0.8%

2020/21
Estimate
0.9%

The estimates of financing costs include current commitments and the proposals in this budget
report.
5.1.4

Treasury management limits on activity

There are two debt related treasury activity limits. The purpose of these are to restrain the activity of
the treasury function within certain limits, thereby managing risk and reducing the impact of any
adverse movement in interest rates. However, if these are set to be too restrictive they will impair the
opportunities to reduce costs / improve performance. The indicators are:


Upper limits on fixed interest rate exposure. This identifies a maximum limit for fixed interest
rates based upon the debt position net of investments



Maturity structure of borrowing. These gross limits are set to reduce the Commissioner’s
exposure to large fixed rate sums falling due for refinancing, and are required for upper and
lower limits.

The Commissioner is asked to approve the following treasury indicators and limits:
£000’s
Interest rate exposures

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Upper
Upper
Limits on fixed interest rates
23,494
23,003
based on net debt
Maturity structure of fixed interest rate borrowing 2018/19
Lower
Under 12 months
0%
12 months to 2 years
0%
2 years to 5 years
0%
5 years to 10 years
0%
10 years and above
0%

Upper
22,489
Upper
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

5.2 APPENDIX: Interest Rate Forecasts 2018 - 2021
PWLB rates and forecast shown below have taken into account the 20 basis point certainty rate reduction effective as of the 1st November 2012.

5.3 APPENDIX: Economic Background
GLOBAL OUTLOOK. World growth looks to be on an encouraging trend of stronger
performance, rising earnings and falling levels of unemployment. In October, the IMF
upgraded its forecast for world growth from 3.2% to 3.6% for 2017 and 3.7% for 2018.
In addition, inflation prospects are generally muted and it is particularly notable that
wage inflation has been subdued despite unemployment falling to historically very low
levels in the UK and US. This has led to many comments by economists that there appears
to have been a fundamental shift downwards in the Phillips curve (this plots the correlation
between levels of unemployment and inflation e.g. if the former is low the latter tends to be
high). In turn, this raises the question of what has caused this? The likely answers probably
lay in a combination of a shift towards flexible working, self-employment, falling union
membership and a consequent reduction in union power and influence in the economy,
and increasing globalisation and specialisation of individual countries, which has meant that
labour in one country is in competition with labour in other countries which may be offering
lower wage rates, increased productivity or a combination of the two. In addition, technology
is probably also exerting downward pressure on wage rates and this is likely to grow with
an accelerating movement towards automation, robots and artificial intelligence, leading to
many repetitive tasks being taken over by machines or computers. Indeed, this is now being
labelled as being the start of the fourth industrial revolution.
KEY RISKS - central bank monetary policy measures
Looking back on nearly ten years since the financial crash of 2008 when liquidity suddenly
dried up in financial markets, it can be assessed that central banks’ monetary policy
measures to counter the sharp world recession were successful. The key monetary policy
measures they used were a combination of lowering central interest rates and flooding
financial markets with liquidity, particularly through unconventional means such as
Quantitative Easing (QE), where central banks bought large amounts of central government
debt and smaller sums of other debt.
The key issue now is that that period of stimulating economic recovery and warding off the
threat of deflation is coming towards its close and a new period has already started in the
US, and more recently in the UK, on reversing those measures i.e. by raising central rates
and (for the US) reducing central banks’ holdings of government and other debt. These
measures are now required in order to stop the trend of an on-going reduction in spare
capacity in the economy, and of unemployment falling to such low levels that the reemergence of inflation is viewed as a major risk. It is, therefore, crucial that central banks
get their timing right and do not cause shocks to market expectations that could destabilise
financial markets. In particular, a key risk is that because QE-driven purchases of bonds
drove up the price of government debt, and therefore caused a sharp drop in income yields,
this then also encouraged investors into a search for yield and into investing in riskier assets
such as equities. This resulted in bond markets and equity market prices both rising to
historically high valuation levels simultaneously. This, therefore, makes both asset
categories vulnerable to a sharp correction. It is important, therefore, that central banks only
gradually unwind their holdings of bonds in order to prevent destabilising the financial
markets. It is also likely that the timeframe for central banks unwinding their holdings of QE
debt purchases will be over several years. They need to balance their timing to neither
squash economic recovery by taking too rapid and too strong action, or, alternatively, let
inflation run away by taking action that was too slow and/or too weak. The potential for
central banks to get this timing and strength of action wrong are now key risks.
There is also a potential key question over whether economic growth has become too
dependent on strong central bank stimulus and whether it will maintain its momentum
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against a backdrop of rising interest rates and the reversal of QE. In the UK, a key
vulnerability is the low level of productivity growth, which may be the main driver for
increases in wages; and decreasing consumer disposable income, which is important
in the context of consumer expenditure primarily underpinning UK GDP growth.
A further question that has come to the fore is whether an inflation target for central
banks of 2%, is now realistic given the shift down in inflation pressures from internally
generated inflation, (i.e. wage inflation feeding through into the national economy), given
the above mentioned shift down in the Phillips curve.
 Some economists favour a shift to a lower inflation target of 1% to emphasise the
need to keep the lid on inflation. Alternatively, it is possible that a central bank could
simply ‘look through’ tepid wage inflation, (i.e. ignore the overall 2% inflation target),
in order to take action in raising rates sooner than might otherwise be expected.
 However, other economists would argue for a shift UP in the inflation target to
3% in order to ensure that central banks place the emphasis on maintaining
economic growth through adopting a slower pace of withdrawal of stimulus.
 In addition, there is a strong argument that central banks should target financial
market stability. As mentioned previously, bond markets and equity markets could
be vulnerable to a sharp correction. There has been much commentary, that since
2008, QE has caused massive distortions, imbalances and bubbles in asset prices,
both financial and non-financial. Consequently, there are widespread concerns at
the potential for such bubbles to be burst by exuberant central bank action. On the
other hand, too slow or weak action would allow these imbalances and distortions
to continue or to even inflate them further.
 Consumer debt levels are also at historically high levels due to the prolonged period
of low cost of borrowing since the financial crash. In turn, this cheap borrowing has
meant that other non-financial asset prices, particularly house prices, have been
driven up to very high levels, especially compared to income levels. Any sharp
downturn in the availability of credit, or increase in the cost of credit, could potentially
destabilise the housing market and generate a sharp downturn in house
prices. This could then have a destabilising effect on consumer confidence,
consumer expenditure and GDP growth. However, no central bank would accept
that it ought to have responsibility for specifically targeting house prices.
UK. After the UK surprised on the upside with strong economic growth in 2016, growth in
2017 has been disappointingly weak; quarter 1 came in at only +0.3% (+1.8% y/y),
quarter 2 was +0.3% (+1.5% y/y) and quarter 3 was +0.4% (+1.5% y/y). The main reason
for this has been the sharp increase in inflation, caused by the devaluation of sterling after
the EU referendum, feeding increases in the cost of imports into the economy. This has
caused, in turn, a reduction in consumer disposable income and spending power and so
the services sector of the economy, accounting for around 80% of GDP, has seen weak
growth as consumers cut back on their expenditure. However, more recently there have
been encouraging statistics from the manufacturing sector which is seeing strong growth,
particularly as a result of increased demand for exports. It has helped that growth in the EU,
our main trading partner, has improved significantly over the last year while robust world
growth has also been supportive. However, this sector only accounts for around 10% of
GDP so expansion in this sector will have a much more muted effect on the overall GDP
growth figure for the UK economy as a whole.
While the Bank of England is expected to give forward guidance to prepare financial
markets for gradual changes in policy, the Monetary Policy Committee, (MPC), meeting
of 14 September 2017 managed to shock financial markets and forecasters by suddenly
switching to a much more aggressive tone in terms of its words around warning that Bank
Rate will need to rise soon. The Bank of England Inflation Reports during 2017 have clearly
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flagged up that it expected CPI inflation to peak at just under 3% in 2017, before falling back
to near to its target rate of 2% in two years’ time. The Bank revised its forecast for the peak
to just over 3% at the 14 September meeting. (Inflation actually came in at 3.1% in
November so that may prove now to be the peak.) This marginal revision in the Bank’s
forecast can hardly justify why the MPC became so aggressive with its wording; rather, the
focus was on an emerging view that with unemployment having already fallen to only 4.3%,
the lowest level since 1975, and improvements in productivity being so weak, that the
amount of spare capacity in the economy was significantly diminishing towards a
point at which they now needed to take action. In addition, the MPC took a more tolerant
view of low wage inflation as this now looks like a common factor in nearly all western
economies as a result of automation and globalisation. However, the Bank was also
concerned that the withdrawal of the UK from the EU would effectively lead to a decrease
in such globalisation pressures in the UK, and so this would cause additional inflationary
pressure over the next few years.
At Its 2 November meeting, the MPC duly delivered a 0.25% increase in Bank Rate. It also
gave forward guidance that they expected to increase Bank Rate only twice more in the
next three years to reach 1.0% by 2020. This is, therefore, not quite the ‘one and done’
scenario but is, nevertheless, a very relaxed rate of increase prediction in Bank Rate in line
with previous statements that Bank Rate would only go up very gradually and to a limited
extent.
However, some forecasters are flagging up that they expect growth to accelerate
significantly towards the end of 2017 and then into 2018. This view is based primarily on
the coming fall in inflation, (as the effect of the effective devaluation of sterling after the EU
referendum drops out of the CPI statistics), which will bring to an end the negative impact
on consumer spending power. In addition, a strong export performance will compensate
for weak services sector growth. If this scenario was indeed to materialise, then the MPC
would be likely to accelerate its pace of increases in Bank Rate during 2018 and onwards.
It is also worth noting the contradiction within the Bank of England between action in
2016 and in 2017 by two of its committees. After the shock result of the EU referendum,
the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) voted in August 2016 for emergency action to cut
Bank Rate from 0.50% to 0.25%, restarting £70bn of QE purchases, and also providing UK
banks with £100bn of cheap financing. The aim of this was to lower borrowing costs,
stimulate demand for borrowing and thereby increase expenditure and demand in the
economy. The MPC felt this was necessary in order to ward off their expectation that there
would be a sharp slowdown in economic growth. Instead, the economy grew robustly,
although the Governor of the Bank of England strongly maintained that this was because
the MPC took that action. However, other commentators regard this emergency action by
the MPC as being proven by events to be a mistake. Then in 2017, we had the Financial
Policy Committee (FPC) of the Bank of England taking action in June and September over
its concerns that cheap borrowing rates, and easy availability of consumer credit, had
resulted in too rapid a rate of growth in consumer borrowing and in the size of total
borrowing, especially of unsecured borrowing. It, therefore, took punitive action to clamp
down on the ability of the main banks to extend such credit! Indeed, a PWC report in
October 2017 warned that credit card, car and personal loans and student debt will hit the
equivalent of an average of £12,500 per household by 2020. However, averages belie
wide variations in levels of debt with much higher exposure being biased towards younger
people, especially the 25 -34 year old band, reflecting their lower levels of real income and
asset ownership.
One key area of risk is that consumers may have become used to cheap rates since 2008
for borrowing, especially for mortgages. It is a major concern that some consumers may
have over extended their borrowing and have become complacent about interest rates
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going up after Bank Rate had been unchanged at 0.50% since March 2009 until falling
further to 0.25% in August 2016. This is why forward guidance from the Bank of England
continues to emphasise slow and gradual increases in Bank Rate in the coming
years. However, consumer borrowing is a particularly vulnerable area in terms of the
Monetary Policy Committee getting the pace and strength of Bank Rate increases right without causing a sudden shock to consumer demand, confidence and thereby to the pace
of economic growth.
Moreover, while there is so much uncertainty around the Brexit negotiations, consumer
confidence, and business confidence to spend on investing, it is far too early to be confident
about how the next two to three years will actually pan out.
EZ. Economic growth in the eurozone (EZ), (the UK’s biggest trading partner), had been
lack lustre for several years after the financial crisis despite the ECB eventually cutting its
main rate to -0.4% and embarking on a massive programme of QE. However, growth
picked up in 2016 and has now gathered substantial strength and momentum thanks to this
stimulus. GDP growth was 0.6% in quarter 1 (2.1% y/y), 0.7% in quarter 2 (2.4% y/y) and
+0.6% in quarter 3 (2.6% y/y). However, despite providing massive monetary stimulus, the
European Central Bank is still struggling to get inflation up to its 2% target and in November
inflation was 1.5%. It is therefore unlikely to start on an upswing in rates until possibly 2019.
It has, however, announced that it will slow down its monthly QE purchases of debt from
€60bn to €30bn from January 2018 and continue to at least September 2018.
USA. Growth in the American economy was notably erratic and volatile in 2015 and
2016. 2017 is following that path again with quarter 1 coming in at only 1.2% but quarter 2
rebounding to 3.1% and quarter 3 coming in at 3.2%. Unemployment in the US has also
fallen to the lowest level for many years, reaching 4.1%, while wage inflation pressures,
and inflationary pressures in general, have been building. The Fed has started on a gradual
upswing in rates with four increases in all and four increases since December 2016; the
latest rise was in December 2017 and lifted the central rate to 1.25 – 1.50%. There could
then be another four increases in 2018. At its September meeting, the Fed said it would
start in October to gradually unwind its $4.5 trillion balance sheet holdings of bonds and
mortgage backed securities by reducing its reinvestment of maturing holdings.
CHINA. Economic growth has been weakening over successive years, despite repeated
rounds of central bank stimulus; medium term risks are increasing. Major progress still
needs to be made to eliminate excess industrial capacity and the stock of unsold property,
and to address the level of non-performing loans in the banking and credit systems.
JAPAN. GDP growth has been gradually improving during 2017 to reach an annual figure
of 2.1% in quarter 3. However, it is still struggling to get inflation up to its target of 2%,
despite huge monetary and fiscal stimulus. It is also making little progress on fundamental
reform of the economy.
Brexit timetable and process
 March 2017: UK government notifies the European Council of its intention to leave
under the Treaty on European Union Article 50
 March 2019: initial two-year negotiation period on the terms of exit. In her Florence
speech in September 2017, the Prime Minister proposed a two year transitional
period after March 2019.
 UK continues as a full EU member until March 2019 with access to the single
market and tariff free trade between the EU and UK. Different sectors of the UK
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economy will leave the single market and tariff free trade at different times during
the two year transitional period.
The UK and EU would attempt to negotiate, among other agreements, a bi-lateral
trade agreement over that period.
The UK would aim for a negotiated agreed withdrawal from the EU, although the
UK could also exit without any such agreements in the event of a breakdown of
negotiations.
If the UK exits without an agreed deal with the EU, World Trade Organisation rules
and tariffs could apply to trade between the UK and EU - but this is not certain.
On full exit from the EU: the UK parliament would repeal the 1972 European
Communities Act.
The UK will then no longer participate in matters reserved for EU members, such
as changes to the EU’s budget, voting allocations and policies.
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5.4 APPENDIX: Treasury Management
Counterparty Risk Management

Practice

(TMP1)

–

Credit

and

The CLG issued Investment Guidance in 2010, and this forms the structure of the
Commissioner’s policy below. These guidelines do not apply to either trust funds or
pension funds which operate under a different regulatory regime.
The key intention of the Guidance is to maintain the current requirement for councils and
authorities to invest prudently, and that priority is given to security and liquidity before yield.
In order to facilitate this objective the guidance requires the Commissioner to have regard
to the CIPFA publication Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice
and Cross-Sectoral Guidance Notes. The former Police Authority adopted the Code in
February 2006 and the Commissioner will apply its principles to all investment activity. In
accordance with the Code, the Director of Finance has produced the treasury management
practices (TMPs). This part, TMP 1(1), covering investment counterparty policy requires
approval each year.
Annual investment strategy - The key requirements of both the Code and the investment
guidance are to set an annual investment strategy, as part of its annual treasury strategy
for the following year, covering the identification and approval of following:






The strategy guidelines for choosing and placing investments, particularly nonspecified investments.
The principles to be used to determine the maximum periods for which funds
can be committed.
Specified investments that the Commissioner will use. These are high security
(i.e. high credit rating, although this is defined by the Commissioner, and no
guidelines are given), and high liquidity investments in sterling and with a
maturity of no more than a year.
Non-specified investments, clarifying the greater risk implications, identifying
the general types of investment that may be used and a limit to the overall
amount of various categories that can be held at any time.

The investment policy proposed for the Commissioner is:
Strategy guidelines – The main strategy guidelines are contained in the body of the
treasury strategy statement.
Specified investments – These investments are sterling investments of not more than
one-year maturity, or those which could be for a longer period but where the Commissioner
has the right to be repaid within 12 months if it wishes. These are considered low risk
assets where the possibility of loss of principal or investment income is small. These would
include sterling investments which would not be defined as capital expenditure with:
1. The UK Government (such as the Debt Management Account deposit facility, UK
treasury bills or a gilt with less than one year to maturity).
2. Supranational bonds of less than one year’s duration.
3. A local authority, parish council or community council.
4. Pooled investment vehicles (such as money market funds) that have been awarded a
high credit rating by a credit rating agency. For category 4 this covers pooled
investment vehicles, such as money market funds, rated AAA by Standard and Poor’s,
Moody’s and / or Fitch rating agencies.
5. A body that is considered of a high credit quality (such as a bank or building society).
For category 5 this covers bodies with a minimum Short Term rating of F1 (or the
equivalent) as rated by Standard and Poor’s, Moody’s and / or Fitch rating agencies.
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Within these bodies, and in accordance with the Code, the Commissioner has set additional
criteria to set the time and amount of monies which will be invested in these bodies. These
criteria are set out below:
Fitch Long
Term Rating

Money and/or % Limit

Time Limit

Banks 1 - higher quality

A- / F1
(Short term)

25% of available funds up to £10m
per institution

364 days

Banks 2 – part nationalised

A- / F1
(Short term)

25% of available funds up to £10m
per institution

364 days

£10m

Overnight

Limit 3 category –
Commissioner’s banker (not
meeting Banks 1)
DMADF

AAA

unlimited

6 months

Local authorities

N/A

£10m

364 days

Fund rating

Money and/or % Limit

Time Limit

Money market funds CNAV

AAA

100% of available funds

Liquid

Money market funds LVNAV

AAA

100% of available funds

Liquid

Money market funds VNAV

AAA

100% of available funds

Liquid

Ultra-Short Dated Bonds Funds

AAA

100% of available funds

Liquid

Non-specified investments – not used
The monitoring of investment counterparties - The credit rating of counterparties
will be monitored regularly. The Commissioner receives credit rating information
(changes, rating watches and rating outlooks) from Capita Asset Services as and when
ratings change, and counterparties are checked promptly. On occasion ratings may
be downgraded when an investment has already been made. The criteria used are
such that a minor downgrading should not affect the full receipt of the principal and
interest. Any counterparty failing to meet the criteria will be removed from the list
immediately by the Chief Constable’s CFO, and if required new counterparties which
meet the criteria will be added to the list.
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5.5 APPENDIX: Treasury Management scheme of delegation
(i) Finance Sub Group (FSG) / Commissioner / Business Co-Ordination Board
(BCB)


receiving and reviewing reports on treasury management policies, practices and
activities;



approval of annual strategy.

(ii) Commissioner / BCB


approval of/amendments to the organisation’s adopted clauses, treasury
management policy statement and treasury management practices;



budget consideration and approval;



approval of the division of responsibilities;



receiving and reviewing regular monitoring reports and acting on
recommendations;



approving the selection of external service providers and agreeing terms of
appointment.

(iii) FSG / Commissioner


reviewing the treasury management policy and procedures and making
recommendations to the responsible body.
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5.6 APPENDIX: The Treasury Management role of the section 151 officer
The S151 officer (CFO to PCC)


recommending clauses, treasury management policy/practices for approval,
reviewing the same regularly, and monitoring compliance;



submitting regular treasury management policy reports;



submitting budgets and budget variations;



receiving and reviewing management information reports;



reviewing the performance of the treasury management function;



ensuring the adequacy of treasury management resources and skills, and the
effective division of responsibilities within the treasury management function;



ensuring the adequacy of internal audit, and liaising with external audit;



recommending the appointment of external service providers.
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To:

Business Co-ordination Board

From:

Chief Finance Officer, OPCC

Date:

12 April 2018

OFFICE OF THE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER DRAFT ANNUAL GOVERNANCE
STATEMENT 2017/18
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to present to the Business Coordination Board (“the
Board”) the draft Annual Governance Statement for the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner (“OPCC”) prior to signing by the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the
Commissioner”) and Chief Executive.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is asked to consider the draft 2017/18 OPCC draft Annual Governance
Statement presented at Appendix 1.

2.2

Following receipt of RSM Annual Report, the Annual Governance statement will be
finalised and the Commissioner and the Chief Executive sign the Annual Governance
Statement.

3.

Background

3.1

The preparation of an Annual Governance Statement (“AGS”) is necessary to meet the
statutory requirements of Regulation 6(1) and 6(4) of the Accounts and Audit
Regulations 2015 in relation to conducting a review of the effectiveness of internal
control systems at least annually and preparing an AGS in accordance with accounting
regulations and proper practices, and Regulations 6(2) and 10(1) (with transitional
provisions at Regulation 21) regarding the requirement to approve an AGS in advance
of the approval of the statement of accounts and which has to be published alongside
the Statement of Accounts and the narrative statement.

3.2

The draft AGS has been compiled by the OPCC Chief Finance Officer in conjunction
with the Head of Internal Audit. Assurances from the work of Internal Audit have been
reviewed and used to inform the AGS.

3.3

The draft OPCC Annual Governance Statement presented at Appendix 1.
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4.

Scope of the AGS

4.1

The Commissioner has approved and adopted a revised set of Financial Regulations
which include a Code of Corporate Governance consistent with the principles of the
CIPFA/SOLACE Framework: Delivering Good Governance in Local Government. The
AGS explains how the Commissioner has complied with the Code.

4.2

The AGS provides a summary of the extent to which the aspirations set out in the Code
of Corporate Governance are currently being met, analysed under the following core
principles:


Focus on outcomes for local people



Clarity of roles and functions



Promotion of values and demonstrating these through behaviour



Informed, transparent decisions and managing risk



Developing capacity and capability



Engaging with local people to ensure robust accountability

4.3

The reliability of financial reporting and internal financial controls are also reported as
part of the AGS.

4.4

The AGS is in draft and will be updated with detail from the Annual Report once
received from RSM. The Head of Internal Audit opinion for 2017/18 is expected to be
“The organisation has an adequate and effective framework for risk management,
governance and internal control. However, our work has identified further
enhancements to the framework of risk management, governance and internal
control to ensure that it remains adequate and effective.”

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is asked to consider the draft 2017/18 OPCC Annual Governance Statement
presented at Appendix 1.

5.2

Following receipt of RSM Annual Report, the Annual Governance statement will be
finalised and the Commissioner and the Chief Executive sign the Annual Governance
Statement.
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Force

Office of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC)
DRAFT ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT – 2017/18
1.

SCOPE OF RESPONSIBILITIES

1.1

The OPCC is responsible for ensuring that business is conducted in accordance with the
law and proper standards, and that public money is safeguarded and properly
accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and effectively. The Commissioner
has a duty under the Local Government Act 1999 to make arrangements to secure
continuous improvement in the way in which functions are exercised, having regard to
a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness. The Commissioner also has a
duty under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 to secure the
efficiency and effectiveness of the police force.

1.2

In discharging this overall responsibility, the OPCC is also responsible for putting in
place proper arrangements for the governance of its affairs and facilitating the exercise
of its functions, which includes ensuring a sound system of internal control is
maintained through the year and that arrangements are in place for the management
of risk.

1.3

The Commissioner has approved and adopted a revised set of Financial Regulations
which include a Code of Corporate Governance consistent with the principles of the
CIPFA/SOLACE Framework: Delivering Good Governance in Local Government. This
Annual Governance Statement explains how the Commissioner has complied with the
Code. It also meets the requirements of Regulation 6(1) and 6(4) of the Accounts and
Audit Regulations 2015 in relation to conducting a review of the effectiveness of
internal control systems at least annually and preparing an annual governance
statement in accordance with accounting regulations and proper practices, and
Regulations 6(2) and 10(1) (with transitional provisions at Regulation 21) regarding the
requirement to approve an Annual Governance Statement in advance of the approval
of the statement of accounts and which has to be published alongside the Statement
of Accounts and the narrative statement.
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1.4

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 changed the governance and
scrutiny of policing by abolishing Police Authorities and replacing them (in November
2012) with elected Police and Crime Commissioners. The Commissioner holds the
Chief Constable to account and the Police and Crime Panel provide support and
challenge to the Commissioner.

1.5

The financial management arrangements conform to the governance requirements of
the CIPFA Statement on the Role of the Chief Financial Officer in Local Government
(2010).

2.

THE PURPOSE OF THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

2.1

The governance framework comprises the systems and processes, and culture and
values by which the OPCC is directed and controlled and the activities through which
it is accountable to and engages with the community. It enables the OPCC to monitor
the achievement of its strategic objectives and to consider whether those objectives
have led to the delivery of appropriate, cost-effective services, including achieving
value for money.

2.2

The system of internal control is a significant part of the framework and is designed to
manage risk to a reasonable and foreseeable level. It cannot eliminate all risk of failure
to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can therefore only provide reasonable and
not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The system of internal control is based on an
on-going process designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the
Commissioner’s policies, aims and objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks
being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them effectively,
efficiently and economically.

3.

THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

3.1

The purpose of the framework is to give clarity to the way the two legal entities (each
one a corporation sole), the Commissioner and the Chief Constable will govern, both
jointly and separately, to do business in the right way, for the right reason at the right
time.

3.2

The statutory framework within which each corporation sole will operate is:

3.3



Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011



Policing Protocol Order 2011



Financial Management Code of Practice



Strategic Policing Requirement



The Police and Crime Commissioner Elections (Declaration of Acceptance of Office)
Order 2012



Police Act 1996

This framework creates a public sector relationship, based upon the commissioner/
provider arrangement but with unique elements such as the single elected
Commissioner and operational independence of the police service. It is therefore not
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appropriate to import corporate governance arrangements into this new environment
and the framework builds upon existing good governance principles and experience.
3.4

The core principles to be adopted by both corporations sole are those highlighted by
the good governance standard for public services:


Focus on outcomes for local people



Clarity of roles and functions



Promotion of values and demonstrating these through behaviour



Informed, transparent decisions and managing risk



Developing capacity and capability



Engaging with local people to ensure robust accountability

3.5

The Chief Constable is responsible for operational policing matters, the direction and
control of police personnel, and for putting in place proper arrangements for the
governance of the Force. The Commissioner is required to hold him to account for the
exercise of those functions and those of the persons under his direction and control.
It therefore follows that the OPCC must satisfy itself that the Force has appropriate
mechanisms in place for the maintenance of good governance, and that these operate
in practice.

3.6

This Annual Governance Statement provides a summary of the extent to which the
aspirations set out in the Code of Corporate Governance are currently being met. This
statement is informed by assurances on the six principles of the Code and by on-going
audit and inspection.

3.7

The reliability of financial reporting and internal financial controls are also reported as
part of this statement. See (7) below.
(1) Focusing on the purpose of the Commissioner and on outcomes for the
community and creating and implementing a vision for the local area.

3.8

The Commissioner makes his commitments and objectives for policing clear in his
Police and Crime Plan which was informed by the views of the electorate. Following
the election of the new PCC in May 2016 a new Police and Crime Plan was approved
by the Police and Crime Panel in February 2017. It is against this plan that the PCC is
measured and monitoring of outcomes against this plan is undertaken by both the
Business Co-ordination Board and the Police and Crime Panel.
(2) Working together to achieve a common purpose with clearly defined functions and
roles.

3.9

As set out above the governance arrangements have been developed in line with the
Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the statutory Policing Protocol and
the Home Office Financial Management Code of Practice.

3.10

The Scheme of Governance includes details of the various duties delegated to senior
officers. Financial Regulations (including contract standing orders) have been
developed to ensure that the financial responsibilities of both the OPCC and the
Commissioner are clear.

Business Coordination Board
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3.11

The Commissioner has a good working relationship with the Chief Constable. The
Business Coordination Board, comprising the senior leaders of the two organisations,
meets to review issues and take decisions relating to strategy, governance, business
and holding the Chief Constable to account.

3.12

The Commissioner continued to endorse Section 22 (of the Police Act 1996)
collaboration agreements with Strategic Alliance partners in 2017/18 and mechanisms
in place to hold these collaborates services to account are in place. The governance
arrangements for the BCH strategic alliance was subject to an external review in
2016/17 to ensure they were still fit for purpose and findings of this review have been
accepted and good progress has been made with the implementation.

3.13

The strategic direction of the strategic alliance is managed via the Strategic Alliance
Summit (SAS), which is made up of the 6 corporation soles of the organisations. The
operational implementation of the collaboration units are managed via the Joint Chief
Officers Board (JCOB) which is made up of the three Chief Constables.

3.14

In addition, Collaboration across Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, Norfolk
and Suffolk, Essex and Kent known as 7Force has established a programme to progress
consideration of joint working across the region and to collaborate specific business
cases as agreed.

3.15

The Cambridgeshire Joint Audit Committee have endorsed a joint strategic risk register
and continue to review the risk register to ensure a shared understanding of strategic
risks including collaboration and transition. A forward-looking Board Assurance
Framework, linking objectives to key risks, is being developed and will be reviewed by
the Joint Audit Committee.

3.16

Partnership arrangements are in place with local authorities, including an overarching
Countywide Community Safety Board and Criminal Justice Board. Looking to the
future, partnership governance arrangements will be reviewed and advanced in the
light of the development of devolution and increasing Criminal Justice responsibilities.

3.17

Emergency service collaboration arrangements are being progressed through the
interoperability board.
(3) Promoting values for the Commissioner and Chief Constable and demonstrating
the values of good governance through upholding high standards of conduct and
behaviour.

3.18

Immediately upon election, the Commissioner signed the Declaration of Acceptance
of Office that incorporates the seven Nolan principles relating to public life. OPCC staff
are subject to the same codes of conduct as police staff. The Joint Audit Committee
has a specific role with regard to integrity and reviewed during the year the internal
controls in place.

3.19

The OPCC has an approved policy on anti-fraud and bribery which is included within
the financial regulations. The policy is designed to encourage prevention, promote
detection and identify a clear pathway for investigation of fraudulent and/or corrupt
activities or behaviour.
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3.20

The OPCC and Constabulary have a ‘whistleblowing’ policy to deal with all disclosures
of inappropriate behaviour or malpractice, including fraud and misappropriation. This
includes the areas catered for under the Public Interest Disclosure Act of 1998.

3.21

The OPCC has a published complaints policy and robust processes with independent
input to consider integrity issues. The Terms of Reference of the Joint Audit
Committee include the responsibility to maintain an overview, ensure best practice
and make recommendations on the governance arrangements of the Commissioner
and Chief Constable including in relation to codes of conduct and behaviour.

3.22

As a public body, the Commissioner is subject to the general equality duty. Under the
Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the Commissioner must hold the
Chief Constable to account for the exercise of his duties relating to equality and
diversity. The Police and Crime Plan considers the needs of the diverse population we
serve. OPCC staff comply with and ensure that those who we support adhere to
guidelines set out in the equality duty. The OPCC staff equality and diversity
breakdown has been published on the website.
(4) Taking informed and transparent decisions which are subject to effective scrutiny
and managing risk.

3.23

All decision making is carried out in accordance with the Governance framework.

3.24

The governance arrangements ensure that the key decisions taken by the
Commissioner are made in the light of all necessary information and analysis and made
public (unless exempt under the Provision of Access to Information rules). Appropriate
legal, financial, human resources and other professional advice is considered as part
of the decision-making process. The Commissioner signs a notice for each decision
taken and any decision can be ‘called in’ by the Police and Crime Panel for further
consideration.

3.25

The Commissioner has appropriate oversight and scrutiny of Constabulary decisionmaking through the scrutiny of reports at the Business Coordination Board and other
meetings, review of Force Executive Board minutes and formal and informal meetings
with the Chief Constable and Constabulary officers. A specific objective and risk-based
performance approach is in place.

3.26

The Commissioner and Constabulary are subject to an extensive internal and external
inspection regime and the results of these inspections are published to ensure
appropriate scrutiny of decision-making.

3.27

Risk management is embedded into the work of the OPCC on an ongoing and
continuous basis. A joint strategic risk register is in place and endorsed by the Joint
Audit Committee. The aim of this strategy, endorsed by the Joint Audit Committee, is
to ensure that risk management is embedded into the governance structure and that
it effectively underpins and enables the business.

3.28 The risk strategy sets out the Commissioner’s controls assurance mechanisms which
inform the call of performance reports to the Business Co-ordination Board. The Joint
Audit Committee oversees the risk management arrangements of the OPCC and the
Constabulary and ensures that OPCC and Force processes are aligned. A forwardlooking Board Assurance Framework for risk is also being put in place.
Business Coordination Board
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(5) Developing the capacity and capability of members and officers to be effective.
3.29

The OPCC takes a pro-active approach to staff development. OPCC staff complete a
regular Personal Development Review process with their named line manager. This
process will continue to identify training requirements for individuals.
(6) Engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust public
accountability.

3.30

The Commissioner has a duty to obtain the views of the Community under the Police
Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011. The Commissioner undertakes this in a
number of ways including:


Monthly advertised public surgeries



Meeting the community at police contact points



Monthly newsletter



Attendance at local community and events



Responding to correspondence



Use of an active Twitter feed

(7) Reliable financial reporting and internal financial controls.
3.31

Financial control involves the existence of a structure which ensures that all resources
are used as efficiently and effectively as possible to attain the overall objectives and
targets. Internal financial control systems are in place to minimise the risk of loss,
unlawful expenditure or poor value for money, and to maximise the use of the assets
and limited resources.

3.32

The financial management framework follows national and/or professional best
practice and its key elements are set out below:


Each corporation sole has a Chief Finance Officer (CFO) with responsibility under
Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 to ensure that there are
arrangements in place for the proper administration of financial affairs. The CFOs
also have certain statutory obligations under Section 114 of the Local Government
Finance Act 1988 which cannot be delegated, namely, reporting any potentially
unlawful decisions by either the Commissioner or the Constabulary on
expenditure and where a loss or deficiency may arise. The CFOs must also report
in the event that spending in the year is likely to exceed available resources. The
organisations fully comply with the CIPFA Statement on the Role of the Chief
Financial Officer of the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Financial
Officer of the Chief Constable.



The finance function is governed by the Financial Regulations which are framed
under the Home Office Code of Financial Management. The Chief Constable is
responsible for adherence to Police Regulations and the Constabulary monitored
for additional compliance by HMICFRS and HM Revenue and Customs.



Responsibility and accountability for resources rests with managers who are
responsible for service provision.
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The Commissioner has adopted the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury
Management requiring approval of an annual treasury management strategy
including an annual investment strategy.



In accordance with the CIPFA Prudential Code and best accounting practice a fouryear medium-term financial strategy (MTFS) and a four-year capital programme
are produced.



The revenue budget provides an estimate of the annual income and expenditure
requirements for the police service (Commissioner and Constabulary) and sets out
the financial implications of the Police and Crime Plan. It provides chief officers
with the authority to incur expenditure and the basis on which to monitor the
financial performance.



The Commissioner is required to set the budget and precept.



Capital expenditure is an important element in the development of the policing
business since it represents major investment in new and improved assets. The
Commissioner approves the capital programme each year and monitors its
implementation and funding closely.

4.

REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS

4.1

The Commissioner has responsibility for conducting at least annually, a review of the
effectiveness of the governance framework, including the system of internal control.
The review is informed by the work of the Chief Executive, the CFOs, internal auditors,
the Head of Internal Audit report and also managers within the OPCC and Constabulary
who have the responsibility for the development and maintenance of the governance
environment. In addition, comments made by the external auditors and other review
agencies and inspectorates inform all Governance Statements.

4.2

The OPCC’s role in maintaining the effectiveness of the governance framework extends
to ensuring that there is an approved Code of Corporate Governance and that the Code
includes the arrangements for review thereof.

4.3

Collaboration Governance was subject to an external review in 2016/17 in order to
address control weaknesses that had been identified. During 2017/18 a Follow Up
audit was undertaken which states that good progress has been made implementing
the agreed management actions and recommendations.

4.4

The Joint Audit Committee undertakes the core functions of an audit committee in
accordance with the guidance set out in the CIPFA publication ‘Audit Committees –
Practical Guidance for Local Authorities’.

4.5

The Joint Audit Committee plays a pivotal role in the system of internal control through
its oversight of audit arrangements. The Committee approves the external audit plan
and receives the annual audit letter from the external auditor. The Committee also
approves the annual internal audit plan, receives regular internal audit reports and
monitors management performance against agreed action plans to address any
weaknesses identified. In addition, the Committee oversees progress on Risk
Management and related issues.
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4.6

Risk management is embedded within the organisation via the Risk Management
Strategy and the joint strategic risk register. The Joint Audit Committee reviewed the
strategic risk register at its meetings in September 2017 and April 2018 and considered
the operational risk register in June and December 2017. The strategic risk register sets
out the key accountable activities, responsibilities and risks or challenges. It includes
the risk controls, controls assurances, risk owners and risk ratings. The strategic risk
register is reviewed and updated on a regular basis. The Joint Audit Committee also
considered the progress of developing a Board Assurance Framework in December
2017.

4.7

The Head of Internal Audit's Annual Report for the year ended 31 March 2018 will be
considered by the Joint Audit Committee. The Report will include an opinion on the
internal financial control framework.

4.8

The opinion is as follows:To be included once RSM Annual Report has been received

4.9

The Head of Internal Audit noted that the following factors and findings informed the
opinion above:
To be included once RSM Annual Report has been received

4.10

The Annual report lists XX audits (including X collaborated audits) which shows XX high
priority actions, XX medium priority actions and XX low priority actions. XX audits were
rated ‘partial assurance’.

4.11

The most recent external audit annual audit letter was issued by Ernst & Young in
October 2017. This noted an unqualified opinion on the statement of accounts and
unqualified value for money conclusion. Procedures have been undertaken and no
issues identified in preparation of the financial statements and estimates (valuation of
property, plant and equipment). The letter also noted that Ernst & Young did not find
any material misstatements, and found governance arrangements to be adequate and
in compliance with the requirements of the Home Office’s Code of Financial
Management. The audit letter noted the implementation of Advanced Financials 5.0
and that general IT controls were tested in order that reliance could be placed on the
system in future years. No control issues were identified for the Commissioner.

4.12

The 2017/18 financial accounts is the first year of early close down and the accounts
are to be published by 31 July 2018. The External Auditors have worked with the
Constabulary Finance team to ensure early work was undertaken to reduce the audit
work at year end.

4.13

Public Service Audit Appointments (PSAA) have confirmed new External Auditors who
will take over for the audit from 2018/19. We have had BDO LLP appointed who also
audit Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue.

4.14

Both internal and external audit have detailed audit plans upon which assurance is
gained.

5.

SIGNIFICANT GOVERNANCE ISSUES

5.1

During 2017/18 there were XX audits where internal audit were only able to give
partial assurances,.
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5.2

To b included following receipt of RSM Annual Report

5.3

Based on the opinion of the Chief Internal Auditor and our own ongoing work, we are
satisfied that our arrangements for governance, risk management and control are
adequate and effective.

5.4

At a time of such major organisation change and downward pressure on finances, it is
inevitable that risk appetite will need to be reviewed and controls will come under
pressure. As a result audit resources and management effort will need to be directed
at areas of higher risk. In order to help us manage this risk appetite we are developing
a board assurance framework.

5.5

The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner will continue to identify
enhancements to its arrangements for corporate governance, in particular the
governance of collaborated activities.

5.6

Looking ahead, the OPCC considers that in light of potential funding changes and
increased financial risks there is a clear need for a robust medium term financial
planning process and the work in this area in previous years to be built upon. In
addition the Commissioner will be taking over the governance of the Fire and Rescue
Service in the first half of 2018/19. Both of these significant areas continue to add risk,
however the strategic risk arrangements will embrace these new functions as they are
introduced.

Signed

Jason Ablewhite
Police and Crime Commissioner

Dr Dorothy Gregson
Chief Executive

Date:
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TO:

Business Co-ordination Board

From:

Chief Constable

DATE:

29 March 2018

External scrutiny – HMICFRS requirements for Force Management Statements
1.0

Purpose of paper

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) on
progress with the introduction of the first Force Management Statement in 2018. This
supplements the last update provided in October 2017.

2.0

Introduction

2.1

A Force Management Statement is a self-assessment that chief constables prepare and
provide to Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services
(HMICFRS) each year. It is a statement and explanation of:
a) The demand the force expects to face in the next four years;
b) How the force will change and improve the condition, capacity, serviceability,
performance and security of supply of its workforce and other assets to cope with
that demand;
c) How the force will improve its efficiency to make sure the gap between future
demand and future capability is as small as it can reasonably be; and
d) The money the force expects to have to do all this.

2.2

The Force Management Statement is part of the integrated PEEL assessment (iPA).
HMICFRS may also make use of the document in monitoring performance and in thematic
inspections.

2.3

It is recognised that there are limits to the ability of forces to assess future demand and
the capability of their assets accurately.
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2.4

HMICFRS have not mandated the publication of the Force Management Statement as it is
not within their statutory powers, but it will be subject to Freedom of Information
requests. Some level of redaction may therefore be necessary.

2.5

The Force Management Statement is not a substitute for a Police and Crime Plan, but will
help the Police and Crime Commissioner assess whether the objectives of the Police and
Crime Plan are likely to be met, how quickly and at what cost.

3.0

Consultation

3.1

Since the last update in October 2017, HMICFRS has completed a national consultation on
draft proposals for the Force Management Statement. The force has contributed to this
consultation through membership of various HMICFRS advisory bodies (including the
HMICFRS Reference Group, Technical Advisory Group, and Force Management Statement
pilot user group), through the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC), by attendance at
stakeholder events, and directly in correspondence with Sir Thomas Windsor.

3.2

Substantial changes have been made to the Force Management Statement guidance
template following consultation. The Force Management Statement will now be used in
four main ways by HMICFRS:


In risk assessment, to decide the scope and scale of inspection fieldwork.



To provide information and evidence for pre-inspection work and in-force
inspections.



To highlight good practice. [new]



To reduce how much data they ask for. [amended]

3.3

The ability to highlight good practice is a welcome development that will enable forces
who are not assessed against key questions in the risk based PEEL methodology to
provide evidence of progress from good towards outstanding.

3.4

HMICFRS have removed the requirement for a large data collection, and instead will ask
for a PEEL data collection to be completed as normal as part of the iPA. This data return is
expected in early June 2018, and therefore is likely to not be affected by the introduction
of Athena. Work is ongoing with forces to develop a data catalogue and more efficient
reporting mechanisms, supported by CapGemini.

4.0

Progress with the Preparation of the Force Management Statement

4.1

HMICFRS issued the final guidance for the first Force Management Statement on 13
March 2018, two weeks after it was expected, with an expectation that forces complete
their first Force Management Statement for submission by the end of May 2018.

4.2

A series of material changes were made to the guidance following consultation,
simplifying some areas and increasing complexity in others.

4.3

Provision was made within the guidance for forces that were affected by the delay in
guidance being issued to apply for a two week extension on a case-by-case basis. The
Chief Constable has requested an extension on behalf of Cambridgeshire until 16 June
2018.
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To date, the force has drafted departmental business plans for all areas of business,
aligned to the new operating model. These explain, for each department:








Who they are? [owner]
Why are they here? [purpose/vision]
What do they do? [demand/objectives/priorities]
What does success look like? [performance indicators]
Why do they do it? [current risk/future risk]
What do they need? [finance/resources/governance/strategy/policy]
How do they get better? [continuous improvement plans].

These are being produced as interactive pdfs by Corporate Communications, and could
not be finalised until full departmental cost information was available. This was provided
at the end of March 2018. An example of a departmental business plan will be made
available to the Finance Sub-Group of the Board for their interest.
4.5

The departmental business plans will be aggregated into a force business plan which will
form the basis of the Force Management Statement. This work is currently being
completed by the Head of Corporate Development.

4.6

Consultation is ongoing across Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire to ensure
that the Force Management Statement accurately reflects collaborated units, and also
with ERSOU and 7 force collaboration. Force Management Statement Leads are meeting
regularly to share good practice and ideas and reduce duplication of effort. The work
following the Concerto Review to enhance governance and reporting for collaborated
departments is being used as the evidence base for Organisational Support, Operational
Support and Joint Protective Services functions, alongside any existing strategic planning
documents. This approach will evolve in future years.

4.7

The latest Force Strategic Assessment is currently being prepared by the Central
Intelligence Bureau, which will be used alongside the Medium Term Financial Strategy
and Workforce Plan to enhance the content of the Force Management Statement. This is
due for completion by the end of April 2018.

4.8

The force is hoping to produce a version of the Force Management Statement that can be
published on the force website for transparency. There will be a need to redact some
sensitive information.

5.0

Force Management Statement 2019

5.1

Following completion of the first Force Management Statement, the force will
immediately commence preparation of the second for 2019. This is to ensure alignment
with the financial planning cycle.

6.0

Sign Off Processes

6.1

The Force Management Statement is owned by the Chief Constable and is therefore
signed off by the Force Executive Board. This is intended for completion on 4 June 2018. A
draft will be supplied to the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for awareness
and factual accuracy checks as part of consultation on the final document.
3
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7.0

Recommendation

7.1

The Board are asked to note the contents of this report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document(s) Force Management Statement Guidance Template
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/wpcontent/uploads/force-management-statements-guidance-andtemplate.pdf
Contact Officer(s)
Dr Natalie Benton, Head of Corporate Development,
Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Vicki Simms, Governance and Inspection Officer, Cambridgeshire
Constabulary
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Agenda Item: 7.0

To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

12 April 2018

UPDATE ON FIRE AND RESCUE GOVERNANCE
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
following the recent approval from the Home Secretary for the Police and Crime
Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) to take on responsibility for governance of
Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

For the Board to note the update.

3.

Background

3.1

The Policing and Crime Act 2017 (the “Act”) places a duty on police, fire and rescue
and ambulance services to explore opportunities for collaboration, and enables Police
and Crime Commissioners to take on responsibility for the governance of fire and
rescue services in their area where a case is made to do so.

3.2

Commissioners are enabled to seek responsibility for their local Fire and Rescue
Authority where a local case is made to the Home Secretary. This is subject to tests to
ensure that changes will deliver improvements in one of more of a) economy, b)
efficiency and effectiveness or c) public safety. In line with the legislation,
Commissioners are also required to work with their Fire Authority to prepare their
local business case.

3.3

Independent consultants, who were commissioned jointly by Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Fire Authority and the Commissioner assessed the governance options
and prepared a local business case. The local business case recommended that the
governance option offered the greatest benefit.
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3.4

The provisions of the Act place a requirement on the Commissioner to consult if they
wish to take on the governance of Fire. Pre-consultation engagement took place
between 12th June and 2nd July 2017 where stakeholders and the public were advised
that the formal consultation was to be launched. The public consultation then ran for
nine weeks from Monday 3rd July 2017 to Monday 4th September 2017.

4.

Home Office Consideration and Transition Arrangements

4.1

The Commissioner’s proposal to take on the governance of the Cambridgeshire Fire
and Rescue Service was submitted to the Home Office on 10th October 2017.

4.2

Where the upper tier authorities do not agree with a proposal the Home Office is
required to obtain an independent assessment of the proposal. The Home Secretary
will take into account its findings of the independent review when making the final
decision whether or not to approve the Commissioner’s proposal.

4.3

The Minister of State for Policing and the Fire Service requested the Chartered Institute
of Public Finance & Accountancy (“CIPFA”) to undertake an independent assessment
of the Cambridgeshire proposal.

4.4

On 26th March 2018 the Home Secretary announced that the Commissioner for
Cambridgeshire would be one of three more Commissioners to take on responsibility
for local fire and rescue services. The Home Secretary considered that the
Cambridgeshire proposal demonstrates that a transfer of governance would be in the
interests of economy, efficiency and effectiveness and does not have an adverse effect
upon public safety.

4.5

The Home Secretary indicated that the Home Office would seek to give effect to the
proposal through a statutory instrument which they anticipated would take effect in
June or July. Staff in the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Fire
and Rescue Service are working closely with the Home Office to ensure a smooth
transition.

5.

Governance Landscape

5.1

The Scheme of Governance will give clarity to the way the corporation sole of the Fire
and Rescue and Authority (the Commissioner) and the Chief Fire Officer will govern,
in line with the good governance standard for public services. The decision making
policy will ensure a robust decision-making process based on the principles of taking
informed, transparent decisions and managing risk effectively.

5.2

Staff in the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Fire and Rescue
Service are working closely to develop governance arrangements which ensure the
functions of the Fire Authority can be incorporated while aligning with the current
arrangements for policing as appropriate. We are working towards:


a combined Joint Audit Committee – covering the Fire and Rescue Service,
the Constabulary and the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner;



a separate Fire Board which works to similar arrangements as the Police
Business Co-ordination Board, publishing its reports;
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a joint Fire and Rescue Service, Constabulary and Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner strategic estates group;



dedicated Fire and Rescue Service performance and finance subgroups.

6.

Future Financial Management Arrangements for the OPCC

6.1

Following the departure of the OPCC Chief Finance Officer at the end of January
2017, an interim arrangement was agreed by the Commissioner at the Business Coordination Board on 17th January 2017 for the Deputy Chief Executive of
Cambridgeshire Fire Authority to become the OPCC Acting Chief Finance Officer (and
Acting Section 151 Officer) for an initial period to 31st December 2017. To support
the Acting Chief Finance Officer in his role, the services of a part time Interim Head of
Finance were secured.

6.2

A process to confirm the on-going intention to share the same Section 151 Officer
across the Fire Authority and Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner, as set out
in the business case, is under development. Alongside this, a review of the support
needed to ensure the finance function fits the business needs of the Office of the
Police and Crime Commissioner and Fire Authority moving forward is underway.

7.

Recommendation

7.1

For the Board to note the update.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source documents

Letter from the Home Secretary approving the proposal to
transfer fire governance to the Police and Crime Commissioner
and independent assessment by CIPFA
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/get-involved/firegovernance-consultation/
‘Proposal for a change to Fire and Rescue service governance in
Cambridgeshire’, Submission to the Home Office including the
business case and details of the comments made through the
consultation and the Commissioner’s response to them, 10th
October 2017 http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/getinvolved/fire-governance-consultation/
‘Consultation on the local business case for fire and rescue
governance options’, Agenda Item 5.0, 21st September 2017
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/09/17-09-21-BCB-Agenda-Item-5.0-FireGovernance-consultation-update.pdf
‘OPCC Future Financial Management Arrangements’, Agenda
Item 7.0, Business Coordination Board, 17th January 2017
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/01/17-01-17-BCB-Agenda-Item-7-OPCCFuture-Financial-Management-Arrangements.pdf
Policing and Crime Act 2017
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/3/contents/enacted

Contact officers
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To:

Agenda Item:8.0

Business Coordination Board

From: Chief Constable
Date: 29 March 2018
An update on a report into the Constabulary’s effectiveness, published by Her Majesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services
1.

Purpose

1.1

To inform the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) of the publication on 22
March 2018 of a report into the Constabulary’s effectiveness by Her Majesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS).

2.

Background

2.1

HMICFRS independently inspects, assesses and then publishes annual reports on the
efficiency and effectiveness of police forces and policing nationally.

2.2

For Effectiveness, each force is judged against a series of five questions and graded
either as outstanding, good, requiring improvement, or inadequate. The reports on
the conclusions of the 2017 Effectiveness inspection of all forces were published
earlier this month.

3.

Effectiveness 2017

3.1

HMICFRS adopted a risk-based approach to PEEL inspections in 2017 in order to focus
more closely on areas of policing where the risk to the public is most acute. Under this
approach, not all forces were assessed against all five effectiveness questions.
Cambridgeshire Constabulary was assessed against the following areas in 2017:
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• Investigating crime and reducing re-offending;
• Protecting vulnerable people;
• Specialist capabilities.
3.2

Judgments from 2016 remain in place for the two aspects which were not re-inspected
in 2017 (neighbourhood policing and serious and organised crime). HMICFRS will
continue to monitor areas for improvement identified in previous inspections and will
assess how well each force has responded in future reports.

3.3

The overall Effectiveness judgment was reached as follows:
 How effective is the force at preventing crime, tackling anti-social
behaviour and keeping people safe?
Assessed as good from 2016 inspection.
 How effective is the force at investigating crime and reducing reoffending?
Assessed as requires improvement from 2017 inspection.
 How effective is the force at protecting those who are vulnerable from
harm, and supporting victims?
Assessed as requires improvement from 2017 inspection.
 How effective is the force at tackling serious and organised crime?
Assessed as good from 2016 inspection.
 How effective are the force’s specialist capabilities?
Not graded

3.4

The summary from the report is provided below for reference:
“Cambridgeshire Constabulary requires improvement in its approach to keeping
people safe and reducing crime. Its performance has deteriorated in some important
areas, which is reflected in its overall judgment for effectiveness. However, the force
had identified these areas prior to the inspection and it is implementing a new
operating model in 2018. The force believes this will address the shortfalls identified.
The force was inspected following a period of exceptional demand in summer 2017,
which has since returned to normal levels.
Crimes are not always investigated to as high a standard as they should be and there
is an inconsistency in the level and quality of supervision and direction to officers
investigating crimes. However, the force makes good use of intelligence to support
investigations, and victims are regularly updated as investigations progress. The force
has some understanding of those who cause the most harm in communities, but it
recognises that it could do more to ensure neighbourhood officers have an up-to-date
awareness of registered sex offenders in their area. The force’s service to vulnerable
victims is inconsistent. It provides a high quality of service to vulnerable people with
mental health conditions. However, the quality of service to domestic abuse victims is
not always consistent and should be improved.
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While the force effectively identifies vulnerable people when they first contact the
police, and risk assessments and investigations involving victims of domestic abuse
are mostly effective, the force does not always have sufficient capacity to prioritise
attending all prompt-graded domestic abuse incidents within one hour. This may
affect evidence gathering and victim safeguarding, and may undermine the
confidence of victims in the police. The new operating model for the force is expected
to address this with more officers dedicated to emergency response, which should
help improve prompt call attendance at incidents involving vulnerable people.
Cambridgeshire Constabulary has the necessary arrangements in place to fulfil its
national policing responsibilities, and to respond to an attack requiring an armed
response.”
3.5

HMICFRS identified the following areas for improvement (AFIs) where an aspect of the
force’s practice, policy or performance fell short of the expected standard.
Areas for improvement – Investigating crime and reducing re-offending


The force should ensure that there is regular and active supervision of
investigations, to improve quality and progress.



The force should develop clear measures of success which will enable it to
evaluate how effectively it is protecting the public from prolific and harmful
offenders.



The force should ensure that it provides direction on ‘proportionate’
investigations and progressing viable lines of enquiry.

Areas for improvement – Protecting Vulnerable People


The force should ensure that its high-risk departments are appropriately staffed
with qualified detectives to meet demand and ensure workloads are
manageable.



The force should review its use of DVPOs, DVPNs and Clare’s Law to ensure that
it is making best use of these powers to safeguard victims of domestic abuse.



The force should ensure that frontline staff are aware of the registered sex
offenders in their area so that they can play a part in monitoring and
management.



The force should ensure that it has sufficient resources available to respond
appropriately to ‘prompt’ (within 1 hour) calls for service, particularly for
incidents of domestic abuse.

3.6

HMICFRS did not identify any causes of concern (a serious of critical shortcoming in
practice, policy or performance).

3.7

Progress against the AFIs is monitored six-weekly at the Organisational Improvement
Group chaired by the Head of Corporate Development with strategic oversight
provided by the Deputy Chief Constable through the HMICFRS Gold Group.
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3.8

Work has been ongoing to address the AFIs since the conclusion of the inspection in
September 2018. Most of the AFIs have been considered during the Local Policing
Review, and are addressed by the new operating model that goes live on 30 April 2018.

3.9

The force continues to find attending all prompt calls within 1 hour challenging,
although the situation is much improved since the time of the inspection, which took
place during an extraordinary peak in summer demand. The new operating model will
provide more resilience for prompt calls through improved shift patterns mapped
against demand and the creation of North and South policing areas. Plans to increase
officer numbers through the Local Policing Review and additional Council Tax precept
will also have a material impact, although there is likely to still remain some shortfall
between demand and available resourcing. In the interim, work is also being
completed to understand how to improve the response to vulnerable victims who are
assessed as requiring prompt attendance and to ensure safeguarding is completed
throughout the period during which they are awaiting attendance.

4.

National Picture

4.1

The Effectiveness inspection found that over two thirds of forces in England and
Wales continued to be good at keeping people safe and reducing crime and one
force was graded as outstanding. Overall slightly more forces improved than
deteriorated.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source
Report:
Documents
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/wp-content/uploads/peelpolice-effectiveness-2017-cambridgeshire.pdf
Contact
Officer(s)

Dr Natalie Benton, Head of Corporate Development
C/Insp Chris Savage, HMICFRS Liaison Officer
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Agenda Item 9.0

To:

Business Co-ordination Board

From:

Chief Finance Officer, OPCC

Date:

12 April 2018

Strategic Risk Management
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to provide an update on Strategic Risk Management to
the Business Co-ordination Board (“the Board”).
Update

2.1

The strategic risk register held between Cambridgeshire Constabulary (“the
Constabulary”) and the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) is
attached at Appendix 1. Risk management is embedded into both the work of the
Constabulary and that of the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the
OPCC”) on an ongoing and continuous basis.

2.2

The OPCC reviews the risks on a quarterly basis and provides updates to the JAC on a
six monthly basis.

2.3

This format includes a brief summary of each risk on the front page, page 2 shows
the risks are on a matrix, with any new risks raised highlighted in red text.

2.4

Changes to the content of the register are shown in red text to stand out.

2.5

SR1.1 there is a potential risk that the Commissioner fails to achieve the benefits of
the local link between the police and communities. The Chief Constable fails to
explain to the public the actions of the Constabulary on page 3 has added two
causes. The Senior Lead has changed to the Chief Executive following a restructure of
the OPCC management. The Controls in place and Controls Assurance have been
changed to reflect the staff changes. An additional future action for promoting the
new Force website to improve public contact and transparency is included.

2.6

SR2.1 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure the Police and
Crime Plan sets objectives which provide a clear focus on page 5 has an additional
Cause and Effect. Controls in place specifies meetings. Controls assurance has an
additional assurance of internal audit of delivery plan. Future actions have been
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completed and will be deleted and an additional future action is to create a Board
Assurance Framework.
2.7

SR2.2 there is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to meet the operational
expectation of the Home Office with respect to the Strategic Policing Requirement,
on page 6 has an additional controls assurance included of Regional engagement
with specialist Capabilities Delivery Board.

2.8

SR2.3 the risk the Commissioner and Chief Constable are unable to influence national,
regional or strategic alliance policies on page 7 has three additional controls
assurance added.

2.9

SR3.1 there is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to manage the
finances effectively on page 9. A minor amendment has been made noting the
change from a Bill to an Act. Future Actions has been updated with deletions of
completed actions and changes to planned dates.

2.10

SR3.2 theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to enter into or
achieve the benefits of collaboration on page 11 dates for Future actions have been
amended.

2.11

SR3.3 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to
work effectively in partnership with local leaders in community safety and criminal
justice to deliver Police and Crime Plan on page 13 an additional Control has been
added noting the processes in place for monitoring progress of the Police and Crime
Plan. Future actions have been deleted as completed and others dates for
completion have been amended.

2.12

SR4.1 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to
apply and demonstrate good governance on page 16 has amended the Controls
Assurance in relation to Integrity controls. An additional Future action has been
included as a link for internal audit visibility to BCB.

2.13

SR4.2 there is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to deploy appropriately
staff under his direction and control to deliver the policing objectives in the Police and
Crime Plan, on page 17 has two additional Controls, one additional controls
assurance and a Future action deleted now it is completed.

2.14

SR4.3 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to meet the requirements
of the Police and Crime Panel on page 19 has some minor amendments to wording.

2.15

SR4.4 there is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to safeguard the
welfare, health and safety and equality and diversity of officers and staff on page 20
has additional wording to one of the controls assurance and amendments to the
Future actions dates.

2.16

SR4.5 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to establish effective
mechanisms for holding the Chief Constable to account for the exercise of their duties
to safeguard the welfare of all officers and staff on page 22 has amended wording in
one of the Controls in place, and two additional controls. There are three new
controls assurance and new future actions.
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3.

Recommendations

3.1

The Committee is asked to note the contents of the report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Documents
Contact Officers
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE OPCC and CONSTABULARY STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER, February 2018
Strategic Risks Summary - New Risk
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SR1.1

There is a potential risk of failure to achieve benefits of the link between police and communities and Chief Constable fails to explain actions of
Constabulary.

SR2.1

There is a risk that the Commissioner fails to set clear direction in Police and Crime and objectives and manifesto commitments are not delivered.

SR2.2

There is a risk that the Chief Constable fails to meet the operational expectation of Home Office with respect to Strategic Policing Requirement.

SR2.3

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable are unable to influence national, regional or strategic alliance policies.

SR3.1

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to manage finances effectively.

SR3.2

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to enter into or achieve benefits of collaboration.

SR3.3

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to work effectively in partnership with community safety and CJ partners and objectives
of Police and Crime Plan are not delivered.

SR3.4

There is a risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure effective arrangements for appointment, support and challenge for DPCC, CE and CFO, and fails
to provide necessary resources to CE to carry out duties.

SR4.1

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to apply and demonstrate good governance and fail to deliver statutory duties.

SR4.2

There is a risk that the Chief Constable fails to deploy staff to deliver policing objectives in Police & Crime Plan. The Commissioner fails to establish
mechanisms to hold the Chief Constable to account.

SR4.3

There is a risk that the Commissioner fails to meet requirements of Police and Crime Plan and performance as scrutinised by Police and Crime Panel.

SR4.4

There is a risk that the Chief Constable fails to safeguard the welfare of all officers, staff and members of the public.

SR4.5

There is a risk that the Commissioner fails to establish mechanisms to hold the Chief Constable to account for exercise of their duty in safeguarding the
welfare of officers, staff and Members of the Public.

Strategic Risk
Current ratings

1

2

3

4

5

Unlikely

Possible

Likely

More
likely
than not

Probable

SR1.1

SR3.4
SR4.4

5
Catastrophic
4
Significant

SR3.3
SR4.2
SR4.3
SR4.5

3
Moderate
2
SR3.5

Minor
1
Insignificant











Likelihood rating increased
Likelihood rating decreased
Likelihood rating expected to increase
Likelihood rating expected to decrease
Impact rating increased
Impact rating decreased
Impact rating expected to increase
Impact rating expected to decrease
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SR2.1
SR2.2
SR2.3
SR4.1

SR3.2
SR3.1

Objective
Status:
SR1.1
Public Engagement
Update 01/02/2018
Reference
There is a potential risk that the Commissioner fails to achieve the benefits of the local link between the police and communities. The Chief
Constable fails to explain to the public the actions of Cambridgeshire Constabulary.
Causes





ii.

iii.

Close liaison between PCC's
Director of Public Engagement and
Communications OPCC
Communications team and the
Constabulary's Communications
Team Head of Corporate
Communications and their
respective teams ensures
consistency and clarity of public
engagement activity and messages.
The activity is in line with the Joint
OPCC and Force Engagement
Strategy and monitored action plan.
Reporting of compliance with
Transparency by the
Constabulary/Commissioner
Publication Schemes/Information
Order compliance and other
information on the Constabulary
and Commissioner Websites.
Proactive engagement with public,
monitoring of media and public via
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L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

OPCC
 The desires and ambitions of the public in Cambridgeshire, in
terms of policing and crime reduction, are not identified and
turned into action.
 The public are not able to assess the performance of the
Commissioner and the Chief Constable.
 The ability of the Commissioner to be accountable to voters is
compromised.
 Public confidence and trust in how crime is being cut and
policing delivered in Cambridgeshire is undermined.
Controls assurance
Current
Future Actions
L
I
R
i.
Force Performance Group
1
4
10 
Work with partners to develop Community
manages performance relating to
Resilience Strategy (April 2018)
satisfaction survey undertaken by

Continue to ensure consistent and
Chief Constable; British Crime
effective incoming and outgoing
Survey information; and other
engagement in all areas. Identify and
evaluation and initiates action if
target areas where there are gaps
merits (monthly).
including increased use of social media /
ii.
Engagement Strategic Group
E-Cops / Community engagement tools to
reports to Organisational Support
maintain dialogue with community groups
Board and Business Co(ongoing)
ordination Board.

Review priorities of CSPs and their ability
iii.
Commissioner's review of the
to respond to local community safety
Chief Constable, publication of
issues (ongoing)
monitoring reports on satisfaction,

Drive forward and support increased
confidence, progress on OPCC
volunteering and building of community
and Force Engagement Strategy
capacity (ongoing)
and complaints.

Work to ensure the constabulary is
iv.
PSD Governance Board and PSD
representative of the community it serves
Alliance Group.
(ongoing
v.
7 Force Collaboration quarterly

Local policing review – work jointly with
meetings with all Comms Leads
Constabulary to communicate changes
to be established.7 Force
(2017-2018)

Capability and capacity to identify, co-ordinate and
implement appropriate mechanisms.
A lack of openness and transparency.
Failure to clearly explain the benefits of changes
following the Local Policing Review
Collaboration could expose Cambridgeshire to
reputational risk if one of the partners is portrayed
negatively in the media.

Controls in place
i.

Effects

Senior Lead
Head of
Public
Engagement
and Comms
Chief
Executive

L
1

Future
I
R
2
3

iv.

v.

vi.
vii.

social media, by Commissioner and
Chief Constable jointly and
separately. Timely response to
criticism and proactive promotion of
positive activity.
PSD management of police
complaints and Commissioner's
monitoring of complaints.
PCC and Constabulary Comms
leads meet regularly with Strategic
Alliance Comms team.
Agreed communication support for
Tri-Force units in place.
Joint meetings between Police and
Fire Comms.
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vi.

Collaboration Comms lead and
BCH Collaboration Comms Lead
by OPCC Comms Team.
Internal Audit of Equality &
Diversity



Promotion of new Force website to
improve public contact and transparency.

Reference

SR2.1

Objective

Status:

Setting Direction

Update 01/02/2018

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner, despite consultation with the Chief Constable and due regard to the Strategic Policing
Requirement and other statutory functions, and priorities of community-safety and criminal justice partners, fails to ensure the Police and Crime
Plan sets objectives which provide a clear focus to reduce crime and disorder and meet the expectations of the people of Cambridgeshire and
these objectives are not delivered.. The Police and Crime Commissioner’s manifesto commitments are not delivered.
Causes





Lack of clear direction from the Commissioner or poor
planning, public engagement, engagement with the
Constabulary, partnership working, lack of
understanding of evidence of need and cost
effectiveness.
Lack of preparation for the third term of PCC transition.
Lack of public awareness of the Plan

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

Effects

Controls assurance

Arrangements for keeping the Plan i.
and Strategic Policing Requirement
under review.
Linkage with financial and other key
strategies via FSG and
Performance Group.
ii.
Engagement with stakeholders
including the Chief Constable.
Wide consultation and joint
iii.
engagement strategy on Police and
Crime Plan
iv.
v.
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 A clear direction is not set allowing the long-term
effectiveness and efficiency of policing, the Criminal Justice
System and community safety in Cambridgeshire is not
improved.
 Public confidence and trust in how crime is being cut and
policing delivered in Cambridgeshire is undermined.
 Lack of effective financial planning

Cambridgeshire Countywide Strategic
Community Safety Board ensures
strategic engagement with community
safety PCC Chairs Criminal Justice
Board engaging with CJS partners.
On-going panel scrutiny of precept
and Police and Crime Plan changes
and delivery.
Valuing Police HMIC inspection
regime.
Internal audit of delivery plan.
Review and sign off by the BCB of
Grants.

L
2

Current
I
R
2
5

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

PCC

Head of
Strategic
Partnerships
and
Commissioning

Future Actions
L
 Complete full consultation with stakeholders of
Police and Crime Plan (November 2016)
 Finalised Plan presented to Police and Crime
Panel 1 February 2017
 Development of Police and Crime Plan delivery
plan (ongoing)
 OPCC Review of staffing.
 Creation of Board Assurance Framework.

Future
I
R

Reference

SR2.2

Objective

Status:

Setting Direction

Update 01/02/2018

There is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to meet the operational expectation of the Home Office with respect to the Strategic
Policing Requirement.
Causes




Lack of understanding of statutory duties, resources
and poor horizon scanning, planning and collaboration
nationally, regionally and through Strategic alliance.
National increase in firearms capability to meet
terrorism threat.

Controls in place
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

Effects

The needs of the Strategic Policing
Requirement are integrated into the
Strategic Assessment.
Performance Boards (monthly) and
Force Executive Board meetings.
Implementation of
recommendations from HMIC
inspections.
Broaden collaboration with existing
partners to enhance resilience of
protective services.
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 Operational delivery only addresses local service delivery.
 National or international policing issues may not be properly
prioritised, compromising the collective abilities of police
forces to protect the public from serious harm and maintain
national security.

Controls assurance
vi.

iii.
iv.

v.

Collaborative governance
arrangements ensure proper
prioritisation of regional and national
policing issues.
HMIC inspection regime.
National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC)
has set national uplift in firearms
capability.
Regional engagement with Specialist
Capabilities Delivery Board.

L
2

Current
I
R
2
5

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

Constabulary

Chief
Constable

Future Actions
L


Future
I
R

Reference

SR2.3

Objective

Status:

Setting Direction

Update 01/02/2018

The risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable are unable to influence national, regional, or Strategic Alliance policies.
Causes




Insufficient horizon scanning, engagement with and
influence of national, regional and strategic alliance
issues and policies due to poor prioritisation or
inadequate resources.
Inability to influence the Police Transformation Fund
which then diverts local resources to national projects
of limited value to Cambridgeshire.

Controls in place
ii.

ii.

i.

Effects

Controls assurance

The PCC links effectively with the
i.
APCC, is Chair of the National
Commercial Board and a member
ii.
of the Local Government
Association. Controls effective
linkage with National Groups such
as the Chief Executive is Chair of
iii.
Association of Police & Crime Chief iv.
Executives (APACE); Chief
v.
Constable is on Operations Coordinations Committee for NPCC;
Constabulary Director of Finance &
Resources is National Finance
Lead on the HMIC Reference
Group and a member of HMIC
working groups on finance and
efficiency. Director of ICT is on
Police ICT Company Board.
Proactive engagement with the
BCH and Seven Force governance
arrangement.
BCB ensures proper strategic
planning, consideration of the
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 National, regional or strategic alliance policies are not
informed by the experience within Cambridgeshire and do not
meet its requirements, or help address impact.

Constabulary and OPCC horizon
scanning processes in place.
Chief Constable, Commissioner and
Chief Executive and members of
OPCC engage proactively with
relevant national bodies.
PCC chairs 7F oversight group
PCC chairs BCH Strategic Alliance
Police and Crime Panel hold PCC to
account

L
2

Current
I
R
2
5

L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

PCC

Commissioner
and Chief
Constable

Future Actions
L

Future
I
R

i.

national budgetary landscape,
ensuring Medium Term Financial
Plan is in line with the Police and
Crime Plan and drives efficiency
and oversees financial monitoring
arrangements are effective.
i. Joint Audit Committee provides
independent assurance on the
adequacy of the risk management
framework and the associated
control environment, independent
scrutiny of the Commissioner’s and
Chief Constable’s financial and
non-financial performance to the
extent that it affects exposure to
risk and weakens the control
environment, and to oversee the
financial reporting process.
IA/EA updates provide alerts to
emerging issues and initiatives
which are reviewed by CFOs.
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Reference

SR3.1

Objective

Status:

Resourcing and Enabling Delivery

Update 01/02/2018

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to manage the finances effectively.
Causes











Arrangements not in place for strategic financial
planning, receiving funding, financial management,
accounting and auditing, monitoring, value for money,
setting precept, allocating funding and issuing grants and
planning for major police operations.
Failure to realise the benefits of collaboration.
Increasing complexity of collaboration (both tri-force and
regional) and devolution plans leads to poor strategic,
financial planning, budgetary and contractual control
mechanisms.
Financial unsustainability of partnership body poses risk
to PCC/CC due to increased pressure on services.
Continued uncertain economic and funding environment
Cost pressure of Emergency Service Network.
Failure to realise the opportunities of the Policing and
Crime Bill Act.
Athena, changing landscape/business pressures on
Collaboration benefits.

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

Effects

Scheme of Governance, Financial
regulations and contract standing
orders clearly set out duties of the
two corporations sole.
Regular joint working between the
Commissioner, Commissioner’s
CFO and Chief Constable’s CFO.
Iterative financial planning process
throughout year.
Revenue outturn reports, budget
monitoring reports/dashboard cover
all aspects of OPCC budget.
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 Statutory duties are not met and the accounts are qualified.
 Impact on service quality and performance.
 Reputational damage and the Commissioner is not able to
implement their objectives for reducing crime and the longterm effectiveness and efficiency of policing, the Criminal
Justice System and community safety in Cambridgeshire as
set out in their Police and Crime Plan.
 Ability to fund Government initiatives i.e. ESN.

Controls assurance
x.
xii.
v.

ii.

i.

External Audit statements published
and VFM conclusion
HMIC Efficiency Reports.
IA/EA of all financial systems ensure
accounting and finances are
effectively managed.
BCB ensures adequate service
quality and performance and that
finances are managed effectively.
PCC has oversight of Chief
Constable’s budgetary framework
and this is included in the Police and

L
3

Current
I
R
4
18

L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Chief
Finance
Officers

Future Actions








Strategic use of grants to support reductions
in demand
Devolution progression – maintaining
momentum (17/18)
Continued horizon-scanning for new and
emerging cost pressures (ongoing)
Analysis of allocation of savings and costs in
collaborated functions (18/19 ongoing)
Ongoing review of financial health of other
partners with escalation if necessary
(ongoing)
Review revenue generation opportunities

L
1

Future
I
R
2
3

v.
vi.
vii.

viii.
ix.

x.
xi.

xii.

xiii.

xiv.

Quality of service provision report,
Internal VFM investigations.
Capital programme monitoring.
Prudential Indicators, Treasury
Management and Minimum
Revenue Provision.
Financial Reserves.
Annual reviews of Revenue and
Capital estimates, Fees and
Charges review.
VFM statement/strategy.
Regular meetings of OPCC CFO
and Constabulary CFO and Chief
Executive with opposite numbers
from other county public sector
bodies for horizon scanning and
identification of emerging risks.
Devolution controls and savings
plans enabling enhanced service
provision on reduced budget.
Huntingdon Accommodation
Review Board enabling police, fire
and ambulance service estates to
be used effectively.
Police and Fire Strategic
Governance Board managing the
production of a business case to
review the best governance model
for closer working between police
and fire.
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iv.

i.

ii.

viii.
viii.

Crime Plan allowing public scrutiny.
Police and Crime Panel review Police
and Crime Plan including MTFP,
budget and precept and plans for
closer working between police and
fire.
Specific governance arrangements
are established for collaboration and
large contractual agreements.
Monthly Finance Sub Group (FSG)
meetings and minutes go to Business
Co-ordination Board. Plans for FSG
to become the overarching body
responsible for driving forward the
realisation of the benefits of
transformation.
Reserves are available to fund initial
additional costs of ESN.
Regular review of costs of ESN and
progress by OPCC CFO and Director
of F&R and reported to BCB.









(17/18)
Continue to monitor progress of multiple
National and BCH ESN ICT projects and risks
and issues arising from it. (ongoing)
Developing further work with Cambs Fire &
Rescue Service/Fire Authority to realise the
opportunities from the Policing and Crime
Act.
Identify and fully understand future demand
profile to aid workforce planning. (17/18)
Ensure plans identify necessary cost
savings. (17/18)



Better business planning including
considerations of demand and capital
planning. (ongoing)

Reference

SR3.2

Objective

Resourcing and Enabling Delivery

Status:

Update 01/02/2018

There is a risk that the Commissioner (and Chief Constable if this relates to the functions of the constabulary) fails to enter into or achieve the
benefits of collaboration agreements where it is in the interest of the efficiency or effectiveness of their own or another Police Force.
Causes


Effects
L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

OPCC
Ineffective governance and working arrangements with  Potential savings cannot be achieved or costs materialise due
Chief
other Police and Crime Commissioners and Forces.
to a failure in a partner organisation.
Executive

Failure to deliver the requirements in the Police and
 Resilience of police services cannot be maintained.
Crime Plan to keep under consideration whether
 The effectiveness of both specialist and local policing in
entering into a collaboration agreement with one or
Cambridgeshire and elsewhere is compromised.
more other relevant emergency services in England
 Strategic requirements are unable to be met due to delays in
could be in the interests of the efficiency or
delivery of Athena.
effectiveness of that service and those other services.
 Resilience of blue light services

A shortfall in capacity or capability.
 External inspections raise concerns

Financial unsustainability of another police force poses
risk to other collaboration partners.

Continued delays in delivery and implementation of
Athena.

Failure to deliver or achieve the benefits of Information
Technology.
Controls in place
Controls assurance
Current
Future Actions
L
I
R
i.
Implementation of arrangements
vii.
Collaboration – Internal Audits.
3
4
18  Continued refinement of local term savings
and S22s at BCH and Eastern
vi.
BCH Strategic Alliance Summit
delivery schedule to enable MTFP planning
Region
viii.
Eastern Region Alliance Summit
and correct definition of risk appetite (17/18
ii.
Eastern Region Governance
i.
Medium term finance plan
ongoing)
process continuing to develop
meetings between CFOs and
 Improved benefits realisation and
additional controls assurance at that
change team to evaluate and
performance monitoring processes that also
level.
model savings programmes.
consider impact on local policing (17/18
iii.
Regional budgets and Regional
v.
Strategic Athena Management
ongoing)
Finance Scrutiny Group updates.
Board provides regular reports
 Continued work to define future visions and
iv.
Single scheme of delegation for
and has attendance from key
governance of collaboration across policing
BCH
senior managers.
and wider public sector collaboration. (17/18
v.
Regular close scrutiny by Chief
ongoing)
Constable’s, PCC’s and Chief
 Link with devolution agenda as it gathers pace
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Senior Lead
Commissioner
& Chief
Constable

L

Future
I
R

vi.

vii.

viii.
ix.
x.

Executives of all Forces involved in
Athena.
Operational Support, Organisational
Support and JPS Governance
Boards formally review on a
monthly basis.
Direct PCCs involvement in lead
force/OPCC governance
arrangements
Quarterly Eastern Region Alliance
Summits
Fire, Police, Ambulance
Interoperability Board
Business case developed for Fire
Governance.
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to ensure no gaps or conflicts. (17/18 ongoing)
Continue to explore the merits of creating a
‘user pays’ methodology for transactional
collaborated services. (17/18 18/19)
Mitigate the risks associated with a complex IT
change programme. (17/18 18/19)

Objective
Status:
Reference
SR3.3
Resourcing and Enabling Delivery
Update 01/02/2018
There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to work effectively in partnership with local leaders in community safety
and criminal justice, including devolution to support delivery of the Police and Crime Plan.
Causes


Effects
L
4

Inherent
I
R
4
21

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC
Commissioner
Complex partnership landscape and/or ineffective
 It is not possible to engage in or initiate work to improve the
Chief
& Chief
partnership arrangements against demands of public
ways that services work together in future.
Executive
Constable
sector financial landscape.
 The Commissioner’s ability to develop their role in reducing

Lack of shared strategic vision,
crime and increasing the long-term effectiveness and
efficiency of policing, the Criminal Justice System and

Lack of a shared understanding of the desires and
community safety in Cambridgeshire is compromised.
ambitions of the public in Cambridgeshire in terms of
policing and crime reduction.

The opportunities and challenges presented by the
Victims Commissioning, Transforming Rehabilitation
and devolution increase complexity.
Controls in place
Controls assurance
Current
Future Actions
Future
L
I
R
L
I
R
i.
Refreshed ToR and subgroup
i. Countywide Community Safety
2
3
9
2
3
9
structure linked to PCC
Board chaired by PCC.
 Embedding of new partnership performance
Chairmanship. Countywide
ii. Countywide Cambridgeshire
monitoring framework for Police and Crime
Community Safety Board
Criminal Justice Board chaired by
Plan. (17/18)
subgroups.
PCC
ii.
CJB has a victim group, an offender
i. PCC observer member of the
 Qualitative monitoring of progress in delivering
group and delivery group. OPCC
Combined Authority.
Police and Crime Plan objectives embedding
are linking with the Local Authorities
ii. Safeguarding Boards attended by
of new Community Safety Governance
workstreams of Housing, Skills and
Constabulary
Structures.
Transport. Partnership signatory to
iii. Police and Crime Panel review of
 Updated Offender needs assessment to
the Countywide includes
Police and Crime Plan and Annual
inform refresh of partnership strategies
Peterborough Community Safety
Report ensures feedback from
(17/18)
Agreement
partners on the work of the
 Review of Criminal Justice to explore if there
iii.
Clear processes in place to monitor
Commissioner.
are benefits to working at regional level
progress of Police and Crime Plan.
 Explore the impact of blue light collaboration
on local community safety work (17/18 18/19)
 Careful allocation of Crime and Disorder
Reduction Grants by PCCs to tackle demand
management. (17/18 18/19)
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Reference

SR3.4

Objective

Resourcing and Enabling Delivery

Status:

Update 01/02/2018

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure effective arrangements for the Deputy Commissioner, Chief Executive and the
Commissioner’s Chief Finance Officer to be appointed, supported and challenged while in post and to remove them from office when necessary.
The Commissioner fails to provide the Chief Executive with the resources necessary to carry out their duties.
Causes





Poor planning, relationships and ineffective processes.
A shortfall in capacity or capability.
Unplanned retirement, resignation or illness
Organisational Change

Controls in place
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Effects

Appointment/recruitment processes.
PDR process.
Regular Commissioner/Deputy
Commissioner/Chief Constable and
Deputy Chief Constable/Chief
Executive (monitoring officer)
meetings.
Succession planning
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 The statutory duty to appoint (and if necessary dismiss) is not
met.
 The Commissioner’s ability to fulfil their roles and
responsibilities and deliver their vision, strategy and identified
priorities is compromised.
 Reputational impact.
 A shortfall in capacity or capability impacts on ability to deliver
good governance

Controls assurance
i.

i.

Police and Crime Panel scrutiny of the
appointment of the Deputy
Commissioner, Chief Executive and
Director of Finance.
Public scrutiny by the Police and
Crime Panel.

L
2

Current
I
R
4
14

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Commissioner

Future Actions
 Put in place appropriate arrangements to cover
the OPCC CFO post during the current period of
transition. (17/18)


L
2

Future
I
R
3
9

Reference

SR3.5

Objective

Status:

Resourcing and Enabling Delivery

Update 01/02/2018

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure effective arrangements for the Chief Constable to be appointed, supported and
challenged while in post and to remove them from office if necessary.
Causes




Poor planning, relationships and ineffective processes.
A shortfall in capacity or capability.
Poor relationship between Chief Constable and
Commissioner leads to failure to work effectively

Controls in place
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Effects

Commissioner/Chief Constable
meetings
Commissioner induction meeting
Capacity and experience to run
successful appointment/recruitment
processes
Performance Monitoring Framework
in place
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 The statutory duty to appoint (and if necessary dismiss) is not
met.
 The Commissioner’s ability to fulfil their roles and
responsibilities and deliver their vision, strategy and identified
priorities is compromised.
 Leadership of the Constabulary is compromised.
 Reputational impact.
 A shortfall in capacity or capability.

Controls assurance
iii.

iii.

Police and Crime Panel scrutiny of
the appointment of the Chief
Constable
Public scrutiny by the Police and
Crime Panel.

L
1

Current
I
R
2
3

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Commissioner

Future Actions
L


Future
I
R

Reference

SR4.1

Objective

Being Accountable

Status:

Update 01/02/2018

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to apply and demonstrate good governance, in accordance with best
practice, including the Nolan principles and fail to deliver statutory duties.
Causes



Effects

i.

Signing of the Oath by the
Commissioner and Police conduct
regulations and standards
ii.
Scheme of Governance and
Decision making policy
iii.
Appointment of a Monitoring Officer
with capacity to undertake their role
iv.
Effective risk management strategy
and risk register proactively
managed.
v.
External Audit Plan
vi.
Annual Governance Statement
vii.
Consolidated (financial and nonfinancial) External
Audit/Inspection/Internal Audit Plan.
viii.
Cambs Constabulary have an
Equalities and Inclusion Board with
members from Cambs Independent
Advisory Network (CIAN).
Developing an Ethics Committee to
report to this board.
vii. BCH Representative Workforce
Board created.
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Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

OPCC
 Adverse comments from the Police and Crime Panel.
 Inability to ensure the Chief Constable answers for their
decisions and actions.
 The ability of the Commissioner to discharge his functions is
compromised.
Controls assurance
Current
Future Actions
L
I
R
i. Joint Audit Committee takes an
2
2
5
 Continue to develop governance processes
overview of regulatory framework and
(17/18 ongoing)
integrity issues and ensures good
 Continued scrutiny by Police and Crime Panel
governance in line with the Nolan
(ongoing)
principles.
 Internal Audit of Governance (17/18)
iv. IA progress report reviews good
 Internal Audit link to governance with paper to
governance practices are being
BCB for visibility
adhered to and implemented and
appropriate decision making
processes are in use.
iv. Head of IA Annual Report considers
whether good governance practices
are being adhered to and implemented
and appropriate decision making
processes are in use.
vii. PSD Governance Board holds PSD
function to account.
viii. Annual Integrity Controls Assurance
report to BCB and JAC regarding
PCC’s and Constabulary’s controls
processes, evidence of their
effectiveness, and complaints handling
ix. Standards Integrity Committee

Effective processes are not in place to promote good
decision making.
Clear Governance principles not established.

Controls in place

L
2

Senior Lead
Chief
Executive

L

Future
I
R

Reference

SR4.2

Objective

Status:

Being Accountable

Update 01/02/2018

There is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to deploy appropriately those staff under his direction and control to deliver the policing
objectives in the Police and Crime Plan. The Commissioner fails to establish appropriate mechanisms to hold the Chief Constable to account.
Causes




Poor planning, performance management, monitoring
processes and/or ineffective working arrangements.
Lack of engagement between OPCC and CC and
understanding of operational independence.
Failure to implement Emergency Service Network
means Chief Constable is unable to deploy resources.

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.
vi.

Effects

Chief Executive charged with
maintaining sufficient capacity
within OPCC.
Increased understanding of nature
of current and likely future demand
has informed local policing review
to ensure a sustainable policing
model
Force Corporate Development
Department undertake regular
performance monitoring and
analysis. Force Monthly
Performance meeting chaired by
Assistant Chief Constable.
Regular monitoring by OPCC and
reporting from Force inform
Commissioner’s Performance
Working Group.
Police and Crime Plan Performance
Framework.
Strategic Tasking and Co-ordination
process reviews Threat, Risk and
Harm and demand patterns which
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 Constabulary delivery, performance and improvement are not
scrutinised visibly on behalf of the public against delivery of
the Police and Crime Plan and other Chief Constable duties.
 The long-term effectiveness of policing is compromised and
public confidence that the Police can deliver their aspirations
is undermined.

Controls assurance
v.

iii.

iii.

i.
iv.

v.
vi.

Force Executive Board and Force
Performance Board chaired by
Chief Constable
Business Co-ordination Board to
scrutinise performance reports to
ensure performance against Police
and Crime Plan and quality of
service provision.
HMIC Inspection reports reviewed
by Commissioner when received
and response published.
Audit reports reviewed by JAC.
Commissioner’s Annual Report
reviewed by Police and Crime
Panel.
Complaints made against Chief
Constable.
Effective engagement with the
IOPC for referral of complaints.

L
2

Current
I
R
3
9

L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

Chief
Executive

Commissioner
& Chief
Constable

Future Actions
 Consultation with partners and stakeholders
ongoing embedding new performance
framework. (17/18)
 Increased understanding of nature of current
and likely future demand informs local policing
review to ensure a sustainable policing model.
 Review of OPCC structure and process to
ensure effectiveness and efficiency.

L
1

Future
I
R
3
6

vii.

inform policing element of Police
and Crime Plan.
Complaints made against Chief
Constable dealt with in line with
statutory requirements.
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Reference

SR4.3

Objective

Status:

Being Accountable

Update 01/02/2018

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to meet the requirements of the Police and Crime Panel as it assesses the performance of
the Commissioner and scrutinises the Commissioner’s strategic actions and decisions.
Causes





Lack of understanding of respective roles and
responsibilities or insufficient planning and resources.
Police and Crime Panel fails to articulate their needs.
Lack of organisational support for Police and Crime
Plan through secretariat.
Changes in Chairmanship leads to changes in
approaches and expectations.

Controls in place
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

Effects

Commissioner’s and Panel
induction processes.
Proactive management of future
OPCC agenda planning informed
by the Panel’s work programme
which sets out scrutiny plan for the
year.
Engagement between OPCC and
Police and Crime Panel secretariat.
Panel terms of reference and rules
of procedure set out ways of
working. Policing Protocol defines
relationship.
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 The Panel is not able to fulfil its duties in relation to the
precept, annual report, Police and Crime Plan, and
appointments.
 The Commissioner’s performance is not appropriately
scrutinised, undermining public confidence.
 Ad-hoc demands from the Panel impact on the ability of the
OPCC to respond effectively.

Controls assurance
iii.

ii.
ii.
i.

The Police and Crime Panel meets in
public which ensures that progress in
this area is visible to the media and
the local community.
Panel controls established & working.
Annual report including performance
report scrutinised.
Commissioner’s internal governance
arrangements are in place.

L
2

Current
I
R
3
9

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Head of
Policy &
Performance

Future Actions
 Continue to develop governance processes.
(17/18 ongoing)
 Continued scrutiny by the Police and Crime
Panel. (ongoing)
 Work with Panel to enhance the challenge and
support provided by the Panel. Ongoing
programme of Panel briefing sessions.
(ongoing)
 Continue to work with Panel, Panel secretariat
and monitoring officer to ensure understanding
of respective roles and responsibilities and to
ensure effective ongoing programme of work.

L
1

Future
I
R
3
6

Reference

SR4.4

Objective

Status:

Being Accountable

Update 01/02/2018

There is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to safeguard the welfare (including health & safety as well as equality & diversity) of all
officers and staff within their direction and control, and ensure that members of the public, offenders and employees of other service contractors
are not exposed to risks as far as reasonably practicable (including safeguarding children, the promotion of child welfare and safer detention and
handling).
Causes





Lack of awareness, training investment, poor planning
or ineffective processes.
Inadequate training of responsible staff.
Custody provision for Cambridge is required to meet
future custody requirements.
Capacity within BCH HR function is under pressure.

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

viii.

ix.

Effects

Reports on Health & Safety,
equality and diversity, safeguarding
children, the promotion of child
welfare and detention and handling
are scrutinised by People Board on
a risk based frequency.
Review of Human Rights Issues –
Custody, Taser, Covert
Surveillance.
Equality duty – review/monitored.
Workforce surveys and reports.
Health & Safety Constabulary
improvement report.
Reports to Estates Sub Group
Health & Safety statement signed
by Chief Constable and PCC. Joint
H&S Policy in operation.
Officers have received
Management Action from ACC for
driving defective force vehicles
Countywide Community Safety
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The relevant legal duties are not met.
Death of an individual or multiple fatalities.
Public confidence is undermined.
Significant investment in Parkside has ensured it meets
current standards for custody provision.

Controls assurance
iii.

i.
vi.

i.
vi.

vii.

The People Board ensures the need
for relevant action is identified and
action plans are progressed.
Internal Audit ensures independent
validation of risk controls.
Police and Crime Commissioner
holds the chief Constable to account
in these key areas with reports to
BCB in the public domain
BCH Engagement & Wellbeing Board
created.
Launch of Parkside Custody Board to
manage the search for land and
subsequent construction of a Police
Investigation Centre (PIC) as the
replacement for Parkside Custody.

L
2

Current
I
R
4
14

L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

Chief
Executive

Chief
Constable

Future Actions
 Development of BCH Annual People Plan and
People Strategy. (17/18 ongoing)
 Review of Target Operating Model (TOM) for
BCH Collaborated HR function delivery. (17/18
18/19)
 Embedding the partnership structures linking to
both safeguarding board and countywide
community safety board.

L
1

Future
I
R
4
10

Agreement.
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Reference

SR4.5

Objective

Status:

Being Accountable

Update 01/02/2018

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to establish effective mechanisms for holding the Chief Constable to account for the
exercise of their duties to safeguard the welfare (including health & safety as well as equality & diversity) of all officers and staff within their
direction and control, and ensure that members of the public, offenders and employees of other service contractors are not exposed to risks as far
as reasonably practicable (including safeguarding children, the promotion of child welfare and safer detention and handling). The Commissioner
fails to fulfil their own duties in this area (including data protection and equality and diversity).
Causes



Lack of awareness, investment, poor planning or
ineffective processes and performance monitoring.
Failure to provide oversight over the Constabulary’s
responsibility to ensure access to healthcare for
detainees.

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.
viii.

Effects

Police and Crime Plan performance
framework documented approach to
performance monitoring.
Ensuring reports on H&S, equality &
diversity, safeguarding children, the
promotion of child welfare and
detention and handling are
considered through Constabulary
commissioning processes.
Monitoring of the ICV Scheme
ICV Scheme Management update
Monitoring of dog welfare
H&S statement of intent signed by
Chief Constable and PCC. Joint
H&S policy in operation.
Sufficient investment to allow activity
of training and supervision.
Work through BCH governance
mechanism to ensure effective
oversight of the custody health care
contract.
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L
3

 The relevant legal duties are not met.
 Death of an individual or multiple fatalities.
 Public confidence is undermined.

Controls assurance
i. JAC review of performance
framework.
i. Ability of Police and Crime Panel to
scrutinise areas of concern.
ii. Effective use of internal audit
viii. Strategic Alliance overview of
healthcare in custody.
Enhanced OPCC oversight of children in
custody.
Enhanced information sharing of children
in custody with Youth Offending Service.

L
2

Current
I
R
3
9

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Commissioner

Future Actions
 Paper to BCB on Equality & Diversity providing
assurance on Internal Audit progress against
recommendations.
 Internal Safeguarding mechanisms to ensure
staff are effectively trained in safeguarding and
are following procedures for Internal Audit in
2020/21.

L
1

Future
I
R
3
6

ix.

x.

xi.
xii.

Follow up to ensure actions are in
place in response to ICV concerns
regarding individual detainees.
Increased BCH performance
management of healthcare in
custody.
Actions from Internal Audit are
reviewed at BCB.
Actions from Internal Audit are
reviewed at BCB.
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Appendix A:

Strategic Risk overall ratings

1

2

3

4

5

Unlikely

Possible

Likely

More
likely
than not

Probable

15

19

22

24

25

10

14

18

21

23

6

9

Tolerance
Level

17

20

5
Catastrophic
4
Significant
3
Moderate
2

13
3

5

8

12

16

1

2

4

7

11

Minor
1
Insignificant
Risk ratings key:
Dark red

Critical risks

Red

High risks

Amber

Medium-high risks

Yellow

Medium risks

Green

Low risks
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Likelihood
1. Unlikely – unlikely to occur
2. Possible – may occur
3. Likely – likely to occur
4. More likely than not - More likely than not to occur at some time
5. Probable – expected to occur

Impact
Political – local or government policy
1. Insignificant – little impact on stakeholder groups
2. Minor – minor impact on stakeholder groups
3. Moderate – loss of support from local stakeholders
4. Significant – capability of organisation questioned
5. Catastrophic – viability of organisation under threat

Economic – internal budget and benefits pressures, % of budget
1. Insignificant – overspend of up to 2% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of up to 3% of approved target savings
2. Minor – overspend of 2% to 5% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of 3% to 5% of approved target savings
3. Moderate – overspend of 5% to 10% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of 5% to 10% of approved target savings
4. Significant - overspend of 10% to 15% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of 10% to 15% of approved target savings
5. Catastrophic - overspend of 15% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of 15% of approved target savings

Social – Public Confidence
1. Insignificant – little impact on stakeholder groups
2. Minor – minor impact on stakeholder groups
3. Moderate – loss of support from local stakeholders
4. Significant – capability of organisation questioned
5. Catastrophic – viability of organisation under threat
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Technological – consequences of failure, pay/scale of change
1. Insignificant – insignificant shortfalls in mandatory requirements and/or other requirements
2. Minor – minor shortfalls in mandatory requirements and/or other requirements
3. Moderate – moderate shortfalls in one or more key requirements
4. Significant – significant shortfalls in mandatory requirements and/or other requirements which have a direct impact on service delivery
5. Catastrophic – complete system failure which has a direct impact on service delivery

Environmental – consequences on environment
1. Insignificant – little disruption
2. Minor – some disruption
3. Moderate – considerable disruption to environment
4. Significant – serious impact on environment, signalling mid-term damage
5. Catastrophic – critical impact on environment, signalling long term damage

Legislative – National or European law, Contract Law
1. Insignificant – little affect, compliance with Legislation
2. Minor – minor affect, exposure to local sanctions e.g. Breach of Local Bye Laws
3. Moderate – considerable affect, exposure to fines/penalties e.g. failure to meet contractual obligations
4. Significant – serious affect, exposure to prosecution, resulting in substantial fine and serious damage to reputation
5. Catastrophic – critical, exposure to prosecution, which prevents organisation from continuing to discharge its duties

Organisation – adjustments that may affect our organisation and staff
1. Insignificant – insignificant adjustment required
2. Minor – minor adjustments required
3. Moderate – moderate adjustments required
4. Significant – significant adjustments required
5. Catastrophic – extensive long term to permanent adjustments required
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Risk scores are calculated by determining the Likelihood and the highest Impact score from the PESTELO categories. An overall risk score is determined by using the
matrix at Appendix A.

The risk tolerance is set at risk rating of 13 (yellow)
· All risks above the risk tolerance (that is critical, high and medium-high) are reported to the relevant Executive Board.
· Controls, assurances and actions aim to bring risks within the risk tolerance.
· External issues may raise inherent risk likelihood or impact.
· Some risks may be accepted above the risk tolerance level where it is considered unrealistic or unaffordable to bring the risks within
tolerance.

·
·
·
·

Critical and High risks are key issues requiring immediate and on-going management attention to embed and maintain controls,
assurances and actions that will reduce likelihood and/or impact.
Medium-high risks are significant issues requiring attention to reduce likelihood and/or impact.
Medium risks are less significant but need to be monitored to capture any increase in the inherent risk position.
Low risks require no special action.
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Official

Agenda Item 10.0

To:

Business Co-ordination Board

From:

Chief Executive, OPCC

Date:

12 April 2018

Internal Audit Outstanding Recommendations

1.

Recommendations

1.1.

The Business Co-ordination Board (“the Board”) is asked to note the contents of the
report and note the progress of internal audit recommendations and those with
outstanding actions.

2.

Background

2.1

The Internal Audit Plan for 2017/18 was agreed in March 2017 at the Joint Audit
Committee (JAC) following consultation with Officers from the OPCC and the
Constabulary.

2.2

The Independent Committee Members and Officers receive the finalised reports and
progress on the high and medium recommendations is considered at each JAC
meeting. For the Constabulary reports on finance recommendations are made by the
Constabulary Director of Finance & Resources, and Non-Finance recommendations
are reported on by the Head of Corporate Development Department.

2.3

The Internal Audit reports focus on areas of risk and financial management or areas
of business the Officers want assurance provided on. Each report has an audit
opinion from ‘No Assurance’ to ‘Substantial Assurance’.

2.4

Whilst the Internal Audit report opinions were providing substantial assurance the
process of reporting to the JAC was sufficient. Now there are more partial assurance
and reasonable assurance opinions being made, it is suggested that oversight at BCB
of progress against the medium and high recommendations and the impact they
may have on the risk management process is considered.

Business Co-ordination Board
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3.

Progress

3.1

For 2017/18 there have been an increasing number of internal audit reports without
full assurance. However, significant progress has been made with the majority of
recommendations being completed. The finalised reports to date are:

3.2

Equality & Diversity –four low and four medium recommendations. Of the medium
recommendations all are reported as amber progress.

3.3

Payroll & Expenses –one low recommendation.

3.4

Payments & Creditors –one low and three medium recommendations. All
recommendations have been completed.

3.5

General Ledger –two medium recommendations, both are complete.

3.6

Medium Term Financial Planning/Savings Assurance –one low and one medium
recommendations, both recommendations are complete.

3.7

Seized Property & Controlled Drugs - nine medium and one high recommendations.
All recommendations have been completed.

3.8

Capital Accounting and Fixed Assets –two low and two medium recommendations.
All recommendations are being progressed and should be complete by the end of
the financial year.

3.9

BCH Governance – three recommendations are outstanding and progress is ongoing.

3.10

Two audit reports namely, Equality & Diversity and BCH Governance have ongoing
actions that are monitored through JAC. This report is brought to the Board for
visibility.

3.11

In relation to the Equality & Diversity report, the Board has commissioned a paper
to report on progress against implementation of the recommendations. The four
medium outstanding recommendations are:
i. The Constabulary to ensure the training programme for all staff and officers is
reviewed to consider equality & diversity refresher training.
ii. The Constabulary will ensure the Network Chairs Meeting take place on a
quarterly basis and evidenced via minutes.
iii. The Constabulary will ensure that the Support Group SLA is updated periodically
in order to ensure that groups are reflective of the communities within the
Cambridgeshire area.
iv. The HR Manager will ensure Fairness at Work procedures are adhered to and HR
staff are proactive in ensuring managers are aware of and comply with timescales.

3.12

The BCH Governance report has three recommendations outstanding:
i. consideration of creation of an employment and leadership model to deliver
services to its three customers B, C and H that charges for a suite of services, with
clear SLAs and performance management objectives.
ii. Assess if the creation of the model above provides braoder expansion
opportunities with partners, 7 Forces and Local Authorities.
iii. Look to accelerate the introduction of a BCH terms and conditions of employment
and ring-fence those on existing terms.

Business Co-ordination Board
12 April 2018
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Agenda Item:11.0

To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

12 April 2018

Developing a partnership response to reducing crime and disorder
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”)
on countywide partnership working to reduce crime and disorder and the associated
grants awarded by the Police and Crime Commissioner.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report.

3.

Background

3.1

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 gave statutory responsibility to local authorities, the
police, health, probation and fire (as responsible authorities) to reduce crime and
disorder in their communities. For two tier authorities, such as Cambridgeshire, a
statutory Community Safety Agreement was introduced which sets out work to be coordinated at a county-level. Work is developed to tackle local ‘place-based’ issues by
the six Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) who operate within district/unitary
council boundaries.

3.2

Thematic delivery groups have been set up to respond to the high risk areas which
responsible authorities have sought to be co-ordinated at a countywide level. These
groups are being supported to focus on evidence-based work based on local needs
assessments. Report are given quarterly to the overarching Countywide Community
Safety Strategic Board chaired by the Commissioner. This supports all partners taking a
joined up approach to working towards the shared outcomes set in the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Police and Crime Plan.

4

Reviewing the Countywide Community Safety Agreement

Business Coordination Board
12 April 2017
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4.1

The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the OPCC”) worked with partners in
2017 to develop a refreshed agreement to ensure there was leadership of high risk
areas. At the January 2018 Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board partners
agreed it would be helpful to have a head of terms, or Memorandum of Understanding
between the place-based CSPs and countywide risk-focused thematic groups. This
would set out not only how they link with each other but also align with the local Living
Well health partnerships.

5.

Crime and disorder reduction grants

5.1

The Commissioner awards just short of £1.2m of grants to organisations who he believes
will secure or contribute to securing crime and disorder reduction in the area. A full list
of the grants, aligned to the section of the Police and Crime Plan they support, awarded
in 2018/19 is attached at Appendix 1.

5.2

The award of grants is made in line with the Commissioner’s Grants and Commissioning
Strategy. This in particular is based on a set of key principles in particular the importance
of responding to identified need and risks with evidence-based early interventions pancounty. It advocates co-commissioning approaches where pooled budgets can ensure
the greatest impact (demonstrated through outcomes) for investment.

5.3

Historically a combined pot of £155k has been made available for CSPs. This year the
Commissioner has not automatically awarded each area with a grant. The process is
under review until the Memorandum of Understanding, referred to in 4.1, is completed.
The Commissioner has considered bids for existing evidence-based work where areas
have been able to show the work would be de-stabilised without continued funding.

5.4

The Commissioner is keen to explore a countywide approach to developing thematic
and place-based strategic needs assessments. Schools interventions within the PSHE
agenda are also being looked at to see if ‘industrialisation’ can replace patchwork
coverage with a countywide offer.

6.

Recommendation

6.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document(s)

Grants and Commissioning Strategy 2016-2020

Contact Officer(s)

Nicky Phillipson,
Commissioning
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Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 2018/19

Service Provision

Provider

Funding £

Safeguarding the vulnerable
150,000
Integrated Mental Health Team in Force Control Room
Mental Health nurses working in Force Control Room providing advice and
guidance to FCR staff and frontline officers where there are potential MH concerns
for individuals.

Contribution to pooled budget
with Clinical Commissioning
Group who commission Cambs
& P’boro Foundation Trust
46,045

Cambridgeshire Local Safeguarding Children Board
Statutory multi agency board with a remit to co-ordinate the work of agencies to
safeguard children and promote the welfare of children

Victims

Peterborough Local Safeguarding Children Board
Statutory multi agency board with a remit to co-ordinate the work of agencies to
safeguard children and promote the welfare of children
Cambridgeshire Safeguarding Adults Board

Independent Boards
with single back office provision

34,090

Total: £155,665
41,440

Statutory multi-agency board with a remit to ensure safeguarding arrangements are
in place for adults with care and support needs
Peterborough Safeguarding Adults Board

34,090

Statutory multi-agency board with a remit to ensure safeguarding arrangements are
in place for adults with care and support needs
Countywide commissioned community resilience

40,000

Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 2018/19
Attacking criminality and reducing re-offending
Peterborough Substance Misuse Innovation Fund
Funds intensive case management approach to reduce demand on custody by
frequent flyers.
Cambridgeshire Substance Misuse
Supports partners in Criminal Justice in identifying most effective an efficient
referral pathways into treatment.
Cambridgeshire Youth Offending Service

Innovation fund sitting on top of
main contract held by
Peterborough City Council with
Aspire

140,000

Contribution to pooled budget to
wider contract currently with
Inclusion

94,000

Cambridgeshire County
Council

127,000

Peterborough City Council

136,000

Cambridgeshire Constabulary

45,000

National Probation Service

50,000

Sodexo

30,000

Crimestoppers National
Charity

24,000

Offenders

Contribution to the YOS to fund preventative and restorative work
Peterborough Youth Offending Service
Contribution to the YOS to fund preventative and restorative work
County-Wide Integrated Offender Management
Funding for a co-ordinator post to work with offenders who cause the public the
most harm through the volume of offences they commit.
Multi-Agency Public Protection Agency (MAPPA)
Contribution to the partnership arrangement to manage the risk posed by the most
serious sexual and violent offenders.
Offender Hub – Outside Links supporting the development of conditional cautions
Crimestoppers - Contribution to the running of the national call centre where
people can report information anonymously and an Eastern Region Manager post

Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 2018/19
Preventing crime and reassuring the public
Cambridge City Community Safety Partnership

Cambridge City Council

Fenland Community Safety Partnership

Fenland District Council

Huntingdonshire Community Safety Partnership

Huntingdonshire District
Council

Communities

East Cambs Community Safety Partnership
South Cambs Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnership
Safer Peterborough Partnership

East Cambridgeshire District
Council
South Cambridgeshire District
Council
Peterborough City Council

Total Community Safety Partnership grants – awards in progress
Peterborough Anti-Social Behaviour Team
A contribution towards a team tackling ASB within the city

150,000
Peterborough Prevention and
Enforcement Service

64,000

Empowering Communities

40,000

Police Cadets
Costs for the provision of volunteer police cadet schemes in the county.

Cambridgeshire Constabulary

10,000

Tackling rural crime in Cambridgeshire

Cambridgeshire Countryside
Watch

ECINS - IT system
This allows real time sharing of information by partners and case management.
This funding enabled the renewal of the licence required.

A contribution to local work to reduce crime in rural communities
TOTAL GRANTS

12,000

1,267,665

Official

To:
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Business Coordination Board

From: Chief Constable
Date: 12 April 2018
A report on new data protection regulations and the impact on the Constabulary
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide reassurance to the Business Co-ordination
Board (the Board) regarding the systems and processes put in place by the
Constabulary in order to comply with the Data Protection legislation and the General
Data Protection Regulations (GDPR).

2.

Background

2.1.

On the 25th May 2018, the Data Protection Act 1998 will be replaced by a new law
which incorporates the implementation of the EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and the Law Enforcement directive (LED). This report outlines the
Constabulary’s readiness for compliance with the new legislation.

3.

How have the current practices (Data Protection Act) been changed to comply with
GDPR?

3.1.

The Data Protection Bill was published by the Government on the 14 September 2017
and aims to modernise Data Protection laws to ensure they are effective in the years
to come.

3.2.

The four main areas provided for in the Bill are general data processing, law
enforcement data processing, data processing for national security purposes including
processing by the intelligence services and regulatory oversight and enforcement.

Business Coordination Board
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3.3.

It sets new standards for protecting personal data, in accordance with recent EU data
protection laws, giving people more control over use of their data and provides
support to organisations with their lawful processing of personal data.

3.4.

The new legislation will take account of the European Union General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and the European Union Law Enforcement Directive (LED).

3.5.

All organisations must comply with GDPR and all police forces and other law
enforcement organisations must also comply with LED.

3.6.

The new legislation enhances the existing eight data protection principles (see link in
Bibliography) and includes a new principle of accountability where the data controller
shall be responsible for, and be able to demonstrate compliance with, these principles.

4.

What impact will compliance with the new legislation have on the Constabulary?

4.1.

The new legislation will require greater accountability in the processing and retention
of personal information. The Constabulary will need to be able to evidence the lawful
processing conditions for all personal data.

4.2.

The new legislation gives greater regulatory powers to the Information Commissioner
and increased financial penalties for breaches.

4.3.

The Information Commissioner is reported as saying that she remains committed to
guiding, advising and educating organisations about how to comply with the law, and
that this approach will not change under the GDPR.

5.

What governance arrangements have the Constabulary put in place to ensure
compliance?

5.1.

A new Information Management Board has been created chaired by the Bedfordshire
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Senior Information Risk Owner, ACC Malik.

5.2.

To support this Board, and the requirements of the new legislation, Information Asset
Owners (IAO) have been identified and will receive training over the next two months.
They will be supported by Information Asset Assistants (IAA).

5.3.

A force lead, Detective Superintendent Middleton, has been appointed to chair the
force IAO group for information and data quality. The force lead will also be a member
of the Information Management Board.

5.4.

An Information Asset Register (IAR) has been created and an audit will be undertaken
by the IAO and IAAs of their information systems both electronic and manual.

5.5.

A temporary project team has been created to support the implementation of the new
legislation including the IAO training and audit.

6.

Recommendation

6.1.

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report.

Business Coordination Board
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source
Data Protection principles: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-dataDocuments protection/data-protection-principles/
Contact
Officer(s)

Andy Gilks, Head of Information Management
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To:

Agenda Item: 13.0

Business Coordination Board

From: Chief Constable
Date: 12 April 2018
A report on the disclosure of information and digital forensic information
1.

Purpose

1.1

To update the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”) on the appropriate and
timely disclosure of information by the Constabulary, and on how the Constabulary is
progressing work towards the National Disclosure Improvement Plan.

2.

Background

2.1

Disclosure of unused material is a key component of the criminal investigation and
prosecution process. As part of an investigation, the police have a duty to retain every
unused item that is considered relevant to an investigation. Each item must be
reviewed to determine whether it is capable of undermining the prosecution or
assisting the defence case. If either factor applies, it must be disclosed to the defence.
There is a statutory basis for this requirement contained within the Criminal Procedure
and Investigations Act 1996.

2.2

If the disclosure process is not carried out correctly and in a timely fashion, it may
result in cases being discontinued or the trial process being delayed through
unnecessary adjournments. This leads to extra cost for the justice system and causes
additional emotional distress to victims, witnesses, and defendants. Ultimately, the
failure to properly disclose material can lead to miscarriages of justice and can
undermine public confidence in the Criminal Justice System.

Business Coordination Board
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2.3

The subject of disclosure in respect of prosecution cases has received prominent
national media coverage in recent months due to the catastrophic collapse of a
number of very high profile cases involving allegations of serious sexual assault. These
cases have led to significant criticism of the police and Crown Prosecution Service
(CPS) because there had been clear opportunities to identify material which
undermined the prosecution case that had not been taken and which eventually
resulted in cases being dismissed. These revelations were made all the more
concerning by the fact that, in July 2017, a joint inspection by Her Majesty’s Crown
Prosecution Service Inspectorate (HMCPSI) and Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary (HMIC) found widespread failures across the Criminal Justice System in
respect of disclosure of evidence. The inspection found extensive issues with the way
unused disclosure material is recorded by the police, with 22% of schedules found to
be wholly inadequate. They found that often officers were just compiling lists, rather
than explaining their contents to assist the prosecutor. Prosecutors, in turn, were not
requesting a description of the items, preventing them from making any meaningful
review. The lack of proper case supervision by the police was a significant cause for
concern and 78% of the files examined were marked either poor or fair.

2.4

More recently a survey for the BBC of defence legal representatives estimated that
some 80% had encountered very poor performance in respect of police and CPS
management of disclosure.

2.5

Disclosure has long been an area of work that police officers have struggled with and,
in recognition of this, it has been the practice in serious and complex investigations to
appoint dedicated disclosure officers to ensure that all relevant material is managed
as it must be.

2.6

The rise of social media, coupled with the use of smartphones, has compounded the
issues that have long existed in respect of disclosure and have added to the complexity
of crime investigations for offences of lesser gravity. It is common now for victims,
suspects and their circle of contacts to have vast amounts of data stored on electronic
communications devices. In cases involving parties who have been involved in an
ongoing relationship, such data may span years; judgments regarding the extent to
which any such material may need to be subject to disclosure has become increasingly
complicated. The well documented case of Liam Allen illustrates the issues well. In
Liam’s case there were extensive messages shared between him and his accuser,
which indicated a consensual sexual relationship between them. Police failed to
examine records and thus failed to disclose relevant material, with the result that Mr
Allen remained under investigation for far longer than should have been the case. His
is just one of a litany of similar cases that have now come to public attention. In his
case alone there were 57,000 text messages that were potentially all subject to the
need to be disclosed. This gives some indication of the scale of the issue facing
investigators and that volume of material is in no way exceptional.

3.

Constabulary Response

3.1

In response to the HMIC/HMCPSI inspection of July 2017, the Eastern Region CPS hub,
which covers Cambridgeshire, had instigated a regional improvement plan. This has
placed the Constabulary in a stronger position than might otherwise have been the
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case in order to comply with the national improvement plan that has subsequently
been published by the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC) in response to the public
concerns arising from the cases of Mr Allen and others.
3.2

An immediate review of our practices in respect of serious sexual offence
investigations has been conducted by the force and this review provided positive
reassurances that there are robust review processes in place to mitigate the risk of
such occurrences in this force. In particular, a very positive working relationship exists
with the CPS Rape and Serious Sexual Offences (RASSO) Team, which ensures
appropriate levels of discussion and scrutiny so that such issues are well managed.
Officers receive bespoke disclosure training in respect of Serious Sexual Offence
investigations and this is being further developed in light of recent guidance published
by the NPCC and the Attorney General. A review of historic serious sexual offence
prosecution case files was undertaken and no issues of concern were identified locally.
This does not however mean that there is any complacency regarding the importance
of this topic.

3.3

On 26 January 2018, the NPCC and CPS published a National Disclosure Improvement
Plan. Some months prior to the publication of this document, senior officers across
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, and Hertfordshire (BCH) and CPS colleagues had
already identified prosecution case file quality as a matter of critical concern and had
established a Gold Group, led by the lead officer for BCH Administration of Justice,
ACC Jane Swinburne from Hertfordshire. This group now manages a working subgroup dedicated to the improvement of disclosure management across BCH
(Operation Qualis). This group meets monthly to monitor progress and receives
excellent support from CPS colleagues.

3.4

The Attorney General published legal guidance on disclosure dealing with the specific
issues of large data sets on 26 March 2018. This guidance has been subject to much
debate and discussion locally and nationally and has informed revised guidance
published to officers in Cambridgeshire concerning the need for all reasonable lines of
investigation to be followed in a sensible manner that is proportionate to the facts in
each case.

3.5

The Gold Group has developed a BCH improvement plan for the management of
disclosure issues and the regional improvement plan has been incorporated into this
activity. Cambridgeshire Constabulary has a strong record for the management of
criminal investigations and had invested significantly in this specific topic several years
ago, including identifying and training a number of officers to perform the role of
Disclosure Champions. It is fair to say, however, that this area of work had not
received a concerted investment in recent times and as a result it was recognised that
our working practices have not entirely kept pace with the developing complexity of
this area of work. To remedy this, the list has been refreshed in the last month and a
number of new volunteers added, all of whom (some 20 officers in total) have received
enhanced face-to-face training to give them confidence in guiding colleagues to
perform the function of Disclosure Officer.

3.6

A regional training event has been held for managers of covert policing operations and
managers of covert human intelligence to highlight the specific complexities that arise
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in respect of disclosure coupled with the need to protect the integrity and security of
sensitive covert tactics.
3.7

A further 6 officers have been identified due to their particular interest in the subject
to receive enhanced training as subject matter experts in the topic of disclosure.
These officers are drawn from the Public Protection Department, Investigation
Standards Department and Local Policing and will each receive a 10 month long
distance learning course, leading to a recognised accreditation as disclosure experts.
This will greatly enhance the availability of expert advice for officers dealing with the
increasingly complex issues of disclosure.

3.8

To ensure that there is a sound baseline understanding of disclosure amongst all
investigators, an e-learning package entitled “Fairer Investigations for Fairer Trials” is
being rolled out. This training has been evaluated by subject matter experts working
for Operation Qualis and is held to be of a very useful standard for improving practical
working knowledge of the subject of disclosure. To date, some 14% of the
Constabulary have completed this training and the completion of it will be mandated
from May 2018 to ensure that we achieve an optimal level of completion of the
training early in 2018/19.

3.9

Recognising that there is an ever increasing wealth of digital material being held on
the communications devices of individual citizens, as well as increasingly in the cloud,
the Constabulary has invested in its digital forensics capability. This includes trained
technical staff who have a high degree of expertise at obtaining and analysing data
from devices, but also technical equipment in the form of automated kiosks, which
allow officers to download information from lawfully seized mobile phones, which can
then be used in evidence or for disclosure where relevant. At present, capacity to
undertake the required level of work is adequate. Where the force does not have
physical possession of a mobile communications device, it still still has recourse to
access communications data via an application under the Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Act (RIPA) to seek data from Communications Service Providers if it is deemed
necessary and proportionate to do so. This is an area of growing demand and the
Covert Authorities Bureau which manages this work is due to be the subject of a
review of its demand and capacity in the coming year to ensure that it remains capable
of meeting requirements.

4.

Conclusion

4.1

The issue of disclosure is well understood locally and there are plans in place to
address areas needing improvement through training and investment in people and
processes. Local reviews have been conducted to ensure that robust scrutiny is in
place both in force and with CPS colleagues. Local reviews of recent serious cases have
been undertaken to ensure that there are no issues of concern and there have been
no local challenges on the lines that have been experienced in other parts of the
country to date. The Constabulary and BCH are investing in the development and
training of local experts and training for the wider workforce of investigators. There
are very robust governance measures in place and there is a very positive working
relationship with CPS and defence colleagues.
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5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source
NPCC Disclosure Improvement
Documents Plan:http://www.npcc.police.uk/Publication/National%20Disclosure%20Impro
vement%20Plan%20January%202018.pdf
Contact
Officer(s)

Detective Superintendent Ian Middleton, Head of Investigation Standards
Department, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
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Official

Agenda Item: 14.0

To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Constable and Chief Executive

Date:

12 April 2018

MODERN SLAVERY POLICE TRANSFORMATION FUND PROGRAMME – SECTION 22A
AGREEMENT
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
on the collaboration agreement for the Modern Slavery Police Transformation Fund
Programme. This enables the police service and other law enforcement agencies to
improve their response to modern slavery.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the signing of the Modern Slavery Police
Transformation Fund Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 1996 (as amended).

2.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) signs the Decision Notices
to sign the S22A Agreement to approve the Section 22A Agreement for the
collaboration agreement for the Modern Day Slavery Police Transformation Fund.

3.

Background

3.1

The Modern Slavery Transformation Programme is a national project funded by a
Police Transformation Fund grant made to the PCC for Devon and Cornwall. The
purpose of the programme is to enable the Police Service and other law enforcement
agencies to develop an improved response to Modern Slavery.

3.2

The programme was developed to address the recommendations to policing made
within the independent report to the Home Office on “Modern Slavery Act 2015 review
– one year”. The project objectives have subsequently updated so that they also
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address the recommendations of the HMICFRS report on the policing response to
modern slavery and human trafficking.
3.3

The programme is in its second year of operating and, in order to continue, a
Collaboration Agreement under S22A of the Police Act 1996 is required.

4.

Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 1996

4.1

A Section 22A Agreement enables police forces and local policing bodies as defined in
the Police Act 1996 (as amended) and other parties to make an agreement about the
discharge of functions by officers and staff where it is in the interests of the efficiency
or effectiveness of their own and other police force areas.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the signing of the Modern Slavery Police
Transformation Fund Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 1996 (as amended).

5.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) signs the Decision Notices
to sign the S22A Agreement to approve the Section 22A Agreement for the
collaboration agreement for the Modern Day Slavery Police Transformation Fund.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Documents
Contact Officers
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Chief Constable, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive, Office of Police and Crime
Commissioner
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NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Constable and Chief Executive

Date:

12 April 2018

Agenda Item: 14.0

INTERIM TRANSITION FIREARMS TRAINING COMPLIANCE – SECTION 22A AGREEMENT
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
on the collaboration agreement for the provision of a 7 force firearms training
compliance function with the Chief Constables and Police and Crime Commissioners
from; Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent, Norfolk, and Suffolk.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the signing of the Interim Transition Firearms
Compliance Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 1996 (as amended).

2.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) signs the Decision Notices
to sign the S22A Agreement to approve the Section 22A Agreement for the
collaboration agreement for the Interim Transition Firearms Training Compliance.

3.

Purpose

3.1

The Chief Constables of Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent,
Norfolk, and Suffolk constabulary’s wish to collaborate in the development and
provision of a single management and governance structure for the licensing of their
respective armed policing functions, a single armed policing Strategic Threat and Risk
Assessment (STRA) process and joint Assistant Chief Constable (ACC) Lead.
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3.2

Norfolk & Suffolk along with Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire will
move onto an interim transitional licence on 1st April 2018; and for Essex and Kent to
transition a year later on 1st April 2019.

3.3

At completion of the transition period, the arrangements will be overseen by a
nominated 7 Force ACC Firearms Lead who will assume delegated responsibility for
compliance with the College of Policing firearms licence on behalf of all 7 Chief
Constables.

3.4

The main benefit of the collaboration agreement is that Authorised Firearms Officers
(AFO’s) within the 7 forces, will be the development of common training and
accreditation standards, standardised equipment and use standardised tactics. This
will mean that armed officers will be more interoperable and be in a better position to
deploy seamlessly anywhere within the 7 forces where the threat and risk assessment
justifies it.

4.

Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 1996

4.1

A Section 22A Agreement enables police forces and local policing bodies as defined in
the Police Act 1996 (as amended) and other parties to make an agreement about the
discharge of functions by officers and staff where it is in the interests of the efficiency
or effectiveness of their own and other police force areas.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the signing of the Interim Transition Firearms
Compliance Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 1996 (as amended).

5.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) signs the Decision Notices
to sign the S22A Agreement to approve the Section 22A Agreement for the
collaboration agreement for the Interim Transition Firearms Training Compliance.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Documents
Contact Officers
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Chief Constable, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive, Office of Police and Crime
Commissioner
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